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We build a statistical description of fermions, taking into account the spin degree of freedom in
addition to the momentum of particles, and we detail its use in the context of the kinetic theory of
gases of fermions particles. We show that the one-particle distribution function needed to write a
Liouville equation is a spinor valued operator. The degrees of freedom of this function are covariantly
described by an intensity function and by a polarisation vector which are parallel transported by
free streaming. Collisions are described on the microscopic level and lead to a Boltzmann equation
for this operator. We apply our formalism to the case of weak interactions, which at low energies
can be considered as a contact interaction between fermions, allowing us to discuss the structure
of the collision term for a few typical weak-interaction mediated reactions. In particular we find
for massive particles that a dipolar distribution of velocities in the interacting species is necessary
to generate linear polarisation, as opposed to the case of photons for which linear polarisation is
generated from the quadrupolar distribution of velocities.

Introduction

Out of equilibrium evolution of gases is well described in the context of kinetic theory. This description is based
on a distribution function f(t,x,p), which describes the density of particles in phase space, that is the probability
of finding a particle at the spatial coordinate x with the momentum p at a given time t. This description can be
generalised to the relativistic context and is used in curved space-time when including gravitational effects [1, 2]. If
collisions can be ignored and gas particles are free streaming, the evolution of the distribution functions is dictated
by a Liouville equation. However, when interactions, between the same species or among different species, cannot
be ignored, a collision term must be added and this leads to a Boltzmann equation dictating the evolution of the
distribution function.

In many circumstances, this description needs to be approximated to reduce the computational cost. If interactions
are very strong, the gas is driven toward local thermal equilibrium and behaves effectively as a fluid with pressure.
Thus, when decomposing the directional dependence in the momentum, one needs only the monopole which is related
to the energy density of the fluid, and the dipole which is related to the fluid velocity. If interactions are not strong
enough to support equilibrium, but the mean free path is still much smaller than the typical scales of variation
of the distribution function, we can use an approximate description, either as a viscous fluid approximation in the
usual context of non-perfect fluids, or using e.g. a tight-coupling expansion [3–8] in the context of cosmic microwave
background (CMB) in the early Universe before the electron decoupling

Among the relativistic contexts in which the kinetic theory cannot be avoided, we find i) the big-bang nucleosyn-
thesis [2, 9–13] during which the neutrinos are highly relativistic and gradually decouple from the other species; ii)
supernovae explosions to treat the radiative transfer of neutrinos [14, 15]; iii) the CMB in the decoupling phase and
in the transparent matter dominated era.

In this last case, it happens that the description is not complete if we ignore the polarisation state for the gas
of photons since a quadrupolar distribution of velocities induces linear polarisation. Indeed, when the coupling to
electrons ends to be efficient around recombination, photons develop a quadrupolar distribution of velocities and this
leads to the generation of linear polarisation. In the case of photons, the description of polarization is based on a
tensor-valued distribution function fµν(t,x,p), which is doubly projected orthogonally to the observer and to the
momentum [16, 17]. While the description of polarisation in the kinetic theory is well established for photons, this is
not the case for fermions and there are several open questions. First with which type of distribution function can we
describe the various polarisation states for a gas of fermions? What are the conditions required to generate or erase
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polarisation in a gas of fermions? Under which circumstances polarisation can be ignored and a description based on
a simple distribution function is sufficient?

Main features of the formalism

In this article we aim at answering these questions by building the kinetic theory for fermions, allowing for the
description of polarisation. We build a meaningful procedure to obtain a classical description out of a quantum
system. This is even more crucial for a gas of fermions, which are a set of excitations of an underlying quantum
field, since there is no classical version of the field as in the case of bosons, e.g. in the case of photons where the
classical field is described by classical electrodynamics. The fundamental step is to consider the number operator
Nrs(p,p

′) ≡ a†r(p)as(p
′) in the quantum system, where the indices of the creation and annihilation operators a†r and

as refer to helicity. Its expectation value takes a particularly simple form in the case of a homogeneous system since
this imposes

〈Nrs(p,p′)〉 = (2π)32p0δ3(p− p′)frs(p) . (1)

We can show that the function frs(p) describes correctly the statistics of momenta and in order to obtain a classical
limit we only need to consider that the results obtained in the homogeneous case are valid locally, that is we consider
a function frs(x, t,p).

An operator in spinor space for fermion particles can then be formed by contraction with the plane-wave solutions
of the Dirac equation us(p)

F (x, t,p) ≡
∑
rs

us(p)frs(x, t,p)ūr(p) , (2)

and we show that it is a central object in the computation of the collision term of the Boltzmann equation. The method
is slightly different but essentially similar for fermion antiparticles. In full generality an operator in spinor space has 16
degrees of freedom, but given its construction based on the number operator, we have only four independent degrees of
freedom in the operator F (x, t,p) (corresponding to the two helicity states and their correlation). We show hereafter
that these degrees of freedom are recovered in a covariant and observer independent manner when decomposing the
operator (2) as

F =
1

2

(
I + γ5γµQµ

) (
m+ /p

)
. (3)

One degree of freedom corresponds to the total intensity I(x, t,p) while the three remaining degrees correspond to
the state of polarisation and are covariantly contained in a vector Qµ(x, t,p) with the transverse property pµQµ = 0.

These degrees of freedom are parallel transported by free streaming and thus allow for a description by a simple
Liouville equation. More importantly, they are independent from the observer even though a choice of observer is
needed for the construction of helicity states; they are true functions of the phase space. We further show that the
collision term for fermion interactions, such as weak interactions, is naturally expressed in these covariant quantities.

Outline

We first summarize the description of fermion quantum fields in § I. We then build in § II the distribution function
F (x, t,p) which is an operator in spinor space and we show how its covariant components I(x, t,p) and Qµ(x, t,p)
are extracted. The transformation properties of these quantities are investigated in §III and we show that they are
observer independent. Hence they are well suited to describe the free streaming of the distribution function and we
derive the Liouville equation that they satisfy in § IV. We then turn to the effect of collisions in § V where we derive
the general Boltzmann equation for fermions. This is applied to the specific case of low energy weak interactions in
§ VI. We detail the form of the collision terms obtained for standard reactions in § VII so as to recover standard
results when polarisation can be ignored. The case of vector bosons, including photons, is summarized in appendix
A. Finally, technical details are gathered in appendix B for commutation rules of quantum creation and annihilation
operators, appendix C for traces of Dirac gamma matrices, and appendix D for two-component spinors and their
relation to Dirac spinors.
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Notation

An inertial frame is defined by a tetrad field, that is by a timelike vector field e0 and three spacelike vector fields ei,
together with the associated co-tetrad e0, ei. Latin indices such as i, j, . . . indicate spatial components in the tetrad
basis. A four-vector is written as V µ where Greek indices µ, ν, . . . denote components in the tetrad basis. If gravity
can be ignored, that is in the context of special relativity, the inertial frame is global. However, when including the
effect of gravity in the context of general relativity, the inertial frame is local and one must employ general coordinates
whose indices are labelled by α, β, . . . . For a given vector this implies V α = V µ[eµ]α.

The momentum vector pµ will often simply be denoted as p and its spatial components pi allow to build the spatial
momentum p = piei. More generally, we reserve boldface notation to spatial vectors. The energy associated with
the momentum is given by the time component E = p0. When a quantity depends on the spatial momentum, we
use indifferently p or p when no ambiguity can arise. The (special) relativistic (and Lorentz covariant) integration
measure is defined as

[dp] ≡ d3p

(2π)32p0
(4)

and its associated (special) relativistic Dirac function is defined accordingly as

δ(p− p′) = (2π)32p0δ3(p− p′) , (5)

such that
∫

[dp]δ(p − p′) = 1. Our metric convention follows particle physics standards1. In the tetrad basis, the
metric gµν reduces to the Minkowski metric

η = diag(+,−,−,−) . (6)

The Levi-Civita tensor is fully antisymmetric and in the tetrad basis all its components are deduced from the choice

ε0123 = −ε0123 = 1 . (7)

We identify the time-like vector of a tetrad e0 with the velocity u of an observer and its spatial Levi-Civita is obtained
from εijk ≡ uµεµijk, and it is such that ε123 = ε12

3 = 1.

I. DESCRIPTION OF FERMIONS IN QUANTUM FIELD THEORY

A. Quantum fields

Let us consider a species of fermions a (e.g. electrons or neutrinos) and the corresponding antiparticle species ā.
The associated quantum field is decomposed as

ψ =
∑
s=± 1

2

∫
[dp]

[
eip·xā†s(p)vs(p) + e−ip·xas(p)us(p)

]
. (8)

In this expression, the creation and annihilation operators of the particles and antiparticles satisfy the anti-
commutation rules

{ar(p), a†s(p′)} = δK
rsδ(p− p′) , {ār(p), ā†s(p′)} = δK

rsδ(p− p′) (9)

with all other anti-commutators vanishing and where δK is the Kronecker function. Furthermore, the us and vs are
plane-wave solutions of the Dirac equation

(iγµ∂µ −m)ψ = 0 , (10)

1 A compiled version with the opposite convention, which is often employed in the cosmological context, can be downloaded at
http://www2.iap.fr/users/pitrou/publi/CFCPCosmoMetric.pdf or recompiled from the source file by changing a boolean value in
the preambule.

http://www2.iap.fr/users/pitrou/publi/CFCPCosmoMetric.pdf
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where the Dirac matrices γµ satisfy the Clifford algebra (for more details, see Appendix D 2)

{γµ, γν} = 2gµν1 . (11)

More precisely, the us (vs) are the positive (negative) frequency solutions and satisfy

(/p−m)us(p) = 0 , (/p+m)vs(p) = 0 , (12)

with the standard Dirac slashed notation /p ≡ pµγµ.

B. Helicity basis

The creation and annihilation operators employed to build the field ψ in Eq. (8) refer to a complete set of solutions
to the Dirac equation and we are free to choose the basis characterising this Hilbert space. In the following we will
employ helicity states s = ± 1

2 , with left-helical states labelled as −1/2 and right-helical ones as +1/2. We first
introduce the matrix

γ5 ≡ i

4!
εµνρλγ

µγνγργλ = iγ0γ1γ2γ3 , (13)

which satisfies {γ5, γµ} = 0 and (γ5)2 = 1, from which the projectors on the left and right chiral parts are built

P− ≡
1

2
(1− γ5) , P+ ≡

1

2
(1+ γ5) . (14)

Let us consider a momentum p with energy E = p0, and whose spatial direction unit vector p̂ ≡ p/|p| is decomposed
into spherical coordinates as p̂i = (sin(θ)sin(φ), sin(θ)cos(φ), cos(θ)). We define left- and right-chiral states uL = P−u
and uR = P+u. From Eq. (12), specifying the particle and antiparticle solutions of the Dirac equation, we find(

Eγ0 − p · γ
)
us,R = mus,L

(
Eγ0 − p · γ

)
us,L = mus,R (15a)(

Eγ0 − p · γ
)
vs,R = −mvs,L

(
Eγ0 − p · γ

)
vs,L = −mvs,R , (15b)

enforcing a connection between the left- and right-chiral components of particles and antiparticles for massive fermions.
Helicity states, decribing the spin related to the spatial momentum of the particle, are defined by

− p̂ · γγ5us = 2sγ0us − p̂ · γγ5vs = −2sγ0vs . (16)

For helicity states Eqs. (15) thus simplify to

(E + 2s|p|)us,R = mγ0us,L (E − 2s|p|)us,L = mγ0us,R (17a)

(E − 2s|p|) vs,R = −mγ0vs,L (E + 2s|p|) vs,L = −mγ0vs,R . (17b)

In the helicity basis for the Dirac matrices Eq. (16) reads

p̂ · σus,L/R = 2sus,L/R p̂ · σvs,L/R = −2svs,L/R , (18)

and the left- and right-chiral parts are individually solved by the well known chiral 2-spinors of quantum-mechanics

χ 1
2

=

(
e−iφ/2cos(θ/2)
eiφ/2sin(θ/2)

)
χ
− 1

2
=

(
−e−iφ/2sin(θ/2)

eiφ/2cos(θ/2)

)
. (19)

The full Dirac spinors are then obtained by combining the left- and right-chiral parts under consideration of Eq. (17)
and their normalisation

us =

( √
E + 2s|~p|χs√
E − 2s|~p|χs

)
vs =

(
2s
√
E − 2s|~p|χ−s

−2s
√
E + 2s|~p|χ−s

)
. (20)

In Appendix D we detail how these solutions are also expressed with the two-components spinor formalism.
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II. QUANTUM DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

A. Number operator and distribution function

Let us define the number operator

Nrs(p, p
′) ≡ a†r(p)as(p′) . (21)

If we consider a homogenous system described by the state |Ψ〉, then its average in this quantum state must be
diagonal and of the form

〈Ψ|Nrs(p, p′)|Ψ〉 ≡ δ(p− p′)frs(p) . (22)

This can be understood when considering the Wigner functional [18]. To that purpose, let us introduce the average
and difference of momentum

K ≡ p′ − p p ≡ 1

2
(p′ + p) . (23)

Then the Wigner transform is defined as

〈Nrs(p̄,x)〉 ≡
∫

d3K

(2π)32K0
〈Ψ|Nrs(p, p′)|Ψ〉eiK·x . (24)

Considering a homogeneous system in the sense of the Wigner functional means that 〈Nrs(p̄,x)〉 does not depend on
x and in that case it is equal to the function frs(p̄) defined in Eq. (22).

It is then straightforward to show that this should be identified with the one-particle distribution function of a
homogeneous system. Indeed the total occupation operator is obtained from a sum over all possible momenta of the
diagonal part as

Nrs ≡
∫

[dp]Nrs(p, p) . (25)

Its average in a given quantum state is

〈Ψ|Nrs|Ψ〉 = V
∫

d3p

(2π)3
frs(p) , (26)

where we introduced the total volume (2π)3δ3(0) = V. This corresponds exactly to the definition of a classical
one-particle distribution function. By construction Nrs and frs are Hermitian, that is

N?
rs(p, p

′) = Nsr(p
′, p) ⇒ f?rs(p) = fsr(p) . (27)

For antiparticles, the construction is equivalent but with the operators of antiparticles instead.

B. Molecular chaos and the Boltzmann approximation

In principle, when considering an interacting system, the one-particle distribution function is not enough to describe
it statistically, because n-particle correlation functions are generated by collisions. In order to obtain a description only
in terms of a one-particle distribution function, we must assume that the connected part of the n-particle functions
vanishes and thus that n-particle functions are expressed only in terms of one-particle functions, corresponding to the
assumption of molecular chaos. The n-particle number operators for species a are defined as

N (n)
r1...rns1...sn ≡ a

†
r1 . . . a

†
rnas1 . . . asn , ⇒ N (2)

r1r2s1s2 ≡ a
†
r1a
†
r2as1as2 , (28)

where for simplicity we omit to write explicitly the momentum dependence of the operators in this section. Their
expectation value in a quantum state are then expressed as2

〈N (n)
r1...rns1...sn〉 =

∑
σ∈Sn

(−1)n+1ε(σ)〈N (1)
r1sσ(1)

〉 . . . 〈N (1)
rnsσ(n)

〉 ⇒ 〈N (2)
r1r2s1s2〉 = 〈N (1)

r1s2〉〈N
(1)
r2s1〉 − 〈N

(1)
r1s1〉〈N

(1)
r2s2〉 ,

(29)

2 For bosons we remove all minus signs, that is the factor (−1)n+1ε(σ) so we would for instance get 〈N(2)
r1r2s1s2 〉 = 〈N(1)

r1s1 〉〈N
(1)
r2s2 〉 +

〈N(1)
r1s2 〉〈N

(1)
r2s1 〉.
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where the sum is on the group of permutation Sn and ε(σ) is the signature of the permutation. This approximation
is exactly similar to the Boltzmann approximation of the BBGKY hierarchy. In practice this assumption of molecular
chaos is used to obtain the following property for the expectation in a quantum state of a product of one-particle
number operators

〈N (1)
r1s1 . . . N

(1)
rnsn〉 =

∑
σ∈Sn

〈{N (1)
r1sσ(1)

}〉 . . . 〈{N (1)
rnsσ(n)

}〉 {N (1)
rasb
} =

{
N

(1)
rasb a ≤ b

N̂
(1)
rasb a > b

, (30)

where N̂rs is the Pauli blocking operator defined in Eq. (B2). The expectation value of a product of one-particle
number operators is the sum of products of expectation values of all possible pairings between creation and annihilation
operators. For each pair, if the indices (ra, sb) correspond to operators which were initially in the creation-annihilation

order, that is with a ≤ b (resp. annihilation-creation order, that is a > b) we use Nrasb (resp. N̂rasb). For instance
the expectation value for a product of two one-particle number operators is simply

〈N (1)
r1s1N

(1)
r2s2〉 = 〈N (1)

r1s1〉〈N
(1)
r2s2〉+ 〈N (1)

r1s2〉〈N̂
(1)
r2s1〉 . (31)

Finally, we also assume that species are uncorrelated such that the expectation value for operators of various species
is the product of expectation values of the operators of each species. For instance for two species a and b we assume
〈a†rasb†pbq〉 = 〈a†ras〉〈b†pbq〉.

C. Spinor valued distribution function

In order to extract the information contained in frs(p) in a covariant form, we build operators in spinor space
following

F b
a (p) ≡


∑
rs
frs(p)us,a(p)ūbr(p) particles,∑

rs
frs(p)vr,a(p)v̄bs (p) antiparticles .

(32)

For the sake of clarity we use a notation where components of operators in spinor space and Dirac spinors are explicit
and are denoted by indices of the type a, b, . . . . For instance the identity operator is δa

b and the plane waves solutions
are written us,a and vs,a.

A spinor valued operator has 16 degrees of freedom and we thus need a 16-dimensional basis to decompose operators
in spinor space. The set

O ≡ {1, γµ,Σµν , γµγ5, γ5} (33)

is a complete basis for the space of operators in spinor space, where we define the matrices

Σµν ≡ i

4
[γµ, γν ] , Σ̃µν ≡ 1

2
εµναβΣαβ = iγ5Σµν . (34)

The operators are orthogonal and we find for any two different operators X and Y (Xa
b and Ya

b in spinor compo-

nents) in the set O that Tr[X · Y ] = Xa
bYb

a = 0. Using this property, any operator can be decomposed onto this
basis with the help of the Fierz identity [19] (see also Eq. G.1.99 of [20] taking into account a factor 2 difference in
the definition of Σµν)

δbaδ
d
c =

1

4

[
δdaδ

b
c + (γ5) d

a (γ5) b
c + (γµ) d

a (γµ) b
c − (γµγ5) d

a (γµγ
5) b

c + 2(Σµν) d
a (Σµν) b

c

]
=
∑
X∈O

cXX
d

a X
b

c . (35)

The last equality defines the coefficients cX of the expansion which, by construction, satisfy cX = 1/Tr[X ·X]. Note also

that this identity can be used with the matrices Σ̃µν instead of Σµν by employing (Σµν) d
a (Σµν) b

c = −(Σ̃µν) d
a (Σ̃µν) b

c ,
and in the following this proves to be more convenient.

Any operator O in spinor space is decomposed on the basis O thanks to Eq. (35) as

Oa
b =

∑
cX∈O

cXTr[O ·X]Xa
b . (36)
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In particular, any bilinear tensor product of the form ur(p)ūs(p) or vr(p)v̄s(p) [with the standard notation ūs = u†sγ
0,

see Eq. (D20)], is a spinor-space operator and can be decomposed as

ur,a(p)ūbs(p) =
∑
X∈O

cX [ūs(p)Xur(p)]Xa
b =

∑
X∈O

cX [ūcs(p)Xc
dur,d(p)]Xa

b . (37)

Hence, we only need to compute the ūs(p)Xur(p) and v̄s(p)Xvr(p) (these expressions are computed in App. D 7) for

all X ∈ O to decompose the operator Fa
b, defined in Eq. (32), into

F b
a =


∑
X∈O

cX
∑
rs
frs(ūrXus)X

b
a particles,∑

X∈O
cX
∑
rs
fsr (v̄rXvs)X

b
a antiparticles .

(38)

Note how the indices are in reverse order for antiparticles (fsr instead of frs).

1. Covariant components of the spinor valued distribution function

While frs(p) has only four degrees of freedom, Fa
b has 16 components, and in the decomposition this must be made

manifest. To that purpose let us define a set of three unit spatial vectors. For a given observer with four-velocity uα

which is chosen to be aligned with the time-like tetrad vector e0, we can define a spatial momentum p and its spatial
direction p̂ ≡ p/|p|. In spherical coordinates the momentum direction is given by θ, φ and defines a radial unit vector.
We then also consider the usual basis in spherical coordinates eθ and eφ, which are purely spatial unit vectors. In
tetrad components these are given by

p̂i =

 cosφ sin θ
sinφ sin θ

cos θ

 , eiθ =

 cosφ cos θ
sinφ cos θ
− sin θ

 , eiφ =

 − sinφ
cosφ

0

 . (39)

Let us introduce the helicity vector

Sµ(uν , pν) = −m
|p|
uµ +

E

m|p|
pµ , E = uµp

µ , |p| =
√
E2 −m2 , (40)

which is a unit vector in the direction of the spatial momentum that is transverse to pµ in the sense Sµpµ = 0 and is
thus spacelike. Since the space of vectors orthogonal to pµ is three-dimensional, the transverse property is not enough
to specify the helicity vector and the definition (40) depends explicitly on the observer which is used to define the
spatial part of the momentum. When no ambiguity can arise we write simply Sµ. In components the helicity vector
is given by

S0 = m−1|p| , Si = m−1Ep̂i . (41)

Geometrically (see Fig. 1), the helicity vector corresponds to the spatial direction unit vector p̂ boosted in its direction
by the same boost needed to obtain pµ from uµ.

Finally, we define the polarisation basis

εµ± ≡
1√
2

(eµθ ∓ ieµφ) , ⇒ ε0± = 0 , εi± =
1√
2

 cos(θ)cos(φ)± isin(φ)
cos(θ)sin(φ)∓ icos(φ)

−sin(θ)

 . (42)

The set of vectors Sµ, εµ±, and pµ/m constitute an adapted orthonormal basis, with which the expressions for the
operators of the type (37) take a simple form. From Eqs. (D45), and noting m1 simply as m, we first recover
immediately the known decompositions

usūs =
1

2

(
1+ 2sγ5/S

) (
/p+m

)
=

1

2

(
/p+m

) (
1+ 2sγ5/S

)
,

∑
s

usūs = /p+m (43a)

vsv̄s =
1

2

(
1+ 2sγ5/S

) (
/p−m

)
=

1

2

(
/p−m

) (
1+ 2sγ5/S

)
,

∑
s

vsv̄s = /p−m. (43b)
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FIG. 1: Left: In the massive case, pµ/m and eθ, eφ, S
µ form an orthonormal basis. Right: In the massless case, kµ, pµ are null

vectors orthogonal to eθ, eφ such that kµpµ = 1. In both cases, the polarisation basis is formed by εµ± ≡ (eµθ ∓ ieµφ)/
√

2

Note however that in the massless limit, mSµ → pµ where pµ is becomes a null vector. The previous decompositions
in the massless case take the simpler forms

usūs =
1

2
(1+ 2sγ5) /p =

1

2
/p (1− 2sγ5) ,

∑
s

usūs = /p (44a)

vsv̄s =
1

2
(1− 2sγ5) /p =

1

2
/p (1+ 2sγ5) ,

∑
s

vsv̄s = /p . (44b)

Additionally we also find corresponding decompositions when the helicities are different, the so-called Bouchiat-Michel
formulae [21] (see also App. H.4 of Ref. [20]), and using the polarisation basis (42) these take the simple forms

usūr =
√

2pµενr−sΣ̃µν +
m√

2
γ5γµε

µ
r−s =

1√
2
γ5/εr−s

(
/p+m

)
if r 6= s (45a)

vsv̄r =
√

2pµενs−rΣ̃µν −
m√

2
γ5γµε

µ
s−r =

1√
2
γ5/εs−r

(
/p−m

)
if r 6= s . (45b)

We are now in position to decompose the spinor space operator Fa
b. Let us define3

I ≡ f++ + f−− , V = f++ − f−− , Q± ≡
√

2f±∓ , (46)

together with

Qµ ≡ Q+ε
µ
+ +Q−ε

µ
− , Qµ ≡ Qµ + V Sµ . (47)

I is the total intensity, V the circular polarisation, and Qµ is the purely linear polarisation vector. Qµ is the total
polarisation vector, taking into account both circular and linear polarisation. By construction the total polarisation
Qµ is transverse to the momentum (Qµpµ = 0). The linear polarisation Qµ is transverse both to the momentum and
to the observer velocity uµ, that is it is a purely spatial vector.

• In the massive case, using Eqs. (43) and (45) in Eq. (38), with again the short notation M for M1, the operator
F is decomposed on the basis of operators O as

F =
I

2

(
M + /p

)
+
M

2
γ5γµQµ + pµΣ̃µνQν . (48)

We have written this decomposition in a form which is valid for both particles and antiparticles, by introducing
the notation

M =

{
m, particle

−m, antiparticle.
(49)

3 We use the obvious abuse of notation f++ for e.g. f
+

1
2

+
1
2

.
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Using γ5 /Q/p = /pγ5 /Q = 2pµΣ̃µνQν the decomposition can also be written (with the notation I for I1)

F =
1

2

(
I + γ5 /Q

) (
M + /p

)
=

1

2

(
M + /p

) (
I + γ5 /Q

)
. (50)

• In the massless limit, we obtain the simpler decomposition

F =
1

2
(I + λV γ5)/p+ pµΣ̃µνQ

ν , λ ≡

{
1 particles

−1 antiparticles .
(51)

Note that the linear polarisation Qµ and the circular polarisation V enter separately, and not as a total polari-

sation vector Qµ as is the case in the massive case. Using γ5 /Q/p = /pγ5 /Q = 2pµΣ̃µνQ
ν it can also be rewritten

as

F =
1

2
(I + λV γ5 + γ5 /Q)/p =

1

2
/p(I − λV γ5 + γ5 /Q) . (52)

The decompositions (51) or (52) match the ones obtained in Refs. [22] [23] which focused on the massless case.

2. Properties of the decomposition in covariant components

• The decomposition of an antiparticle is the same as the one of its particle counterpart, except for the replacement
m→ −m. However it is usually admitted that the rule to go from the particle to the antiparticle description is
p → −p. In the decomposition (48), we note that the replacement m → −m is equivalent to the replacement
p→ −p up to an overall minus sign. We detail this point in § III E 2.

• In the massless case, the particle and antiparticle operators differ only by the replacement V → −V .

• All operators X appearing in the decomposition (48) satisfy the property X† = γ0 ·X · γ0 or more rigorously
X† = A ·X ·A−1 (see App. D 2 and Eq. G.1.22 of Ref. [20]). Note that this is not the case for the operator γ5

which does not appear. Hence, the operator F satisfies the same property

F † = γ0 · F · γ0 . (53)

This property is a consequence of the Hermiticity of the distribution function [see Eq. (27)].

• In the decomposition of the massless case (51), we remark that any extra term proportional to pµ can be added

to Qµ without altering the decomposition due to the antisymmetry of Σ̃µν , and without altering the transverse
property pµQµ = 0. Indeed Qµ has three degrees of freedom since it is built from V,Q+, Q− and this is reflected
by the transverse property Qµpµ = 0, but Qµ contains only the two degrees of freedom corresponding to Q−, Q+

and this leads to this ambiguity. This is identical to the gauge freedom of the massless photon which is remaining
even in the Lorentz gauge kµA

µ = 0 since it has only two physical degrees of freedom and not three as in the
massive case (Proca theory). The solution to this problem is exactly the same, and by construction of Qµ we
have demanded an extra condition which is observer dependent, Qµu

µ = 0. This means that for this observer
the linear polarisation vector Qµ must be purely spatial. This condition is analogous to the observer dependent
Coulomb gauge choice (A0 = 0) required to fully fix the gauge potential. However, the physical results do not
depend on this Coulomb-type gauge choice since it does not alter the decomposition (51). To summarize, linear
polarisation in the massless case is the coset

[Qµ] ≡ {Qµ + αpµ, α ∈ R} (54)

whose preferred representative element for a given observer is the one defined in Eq. (47), which is the only one
purely spatial for that observer.

• Except in the massless case, the total polarisation vector is a spin-1 representation of SO(3) ' SU(2) and
the intensity is a spin-0 representation. Indeed, when forming the number operator (21), and thus frs, we are
building the tensor product of spin-1/2 representations and what we have achieved is a decomposition of the
reducible representation 2⊗ 2 in irreducible components 3⊕ 1, where we have denoted 1,2,3 the spin-0, 1/2, 1
representations of SU(2). In the massless case, the little group of the Lorentz group (see Ref. [24]) is not SO(3)
but SO(2) ' U(1). Hence the decomposition in irreducible representations is of the form 21 ⊕ 1⊕ 1 where the
purely linear polarisation is in the spin-1 representation of SO(2) (noted 21) and circular polarisation is in the
representation 1. See Appendix A for the decomposition in irreducible components of the distribution function
for massless vector bosons which obeys the same logic.
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3. Extraction of covariant components

The covariant components can be obtained by multiplying F with the appropriate operator and taking the trace,
using the Fierz identity (35). In the massive case we find

I =
1

2M
Tr[F ] =

1

2m2
Tr[F · /p] =

1

4m2
Tr[F · (M + /p)] (55a)

Qµ =
1

2M
Tr[F · γµγ5] =

1

2m2
Tr[F · γµγ5

/p] =
1

4m2
Tr[F · γµγ5(M + /p)] =

1

4m2
Tr[F · (M + /p)γ

µγ5] . (55b)

In the last equality we have used {/p, γµγ5} = 2γ5pµ and Tr[F · γ5] = 0.
In the massless case, we must first introduce a future directed null vector kµ (see Fig. 1) such that

kµpµ = 1 , kµε
µ
± = 0 , (56)

that is which lies in the plane spanned by the observer four-velocity uµ and pµ. The covariant parts are then obtained
from

I =
1

2
Tr[F · /k] (57a)

λV =
1

2
Tr[F · /kγ5] (57b)

Qµ =
1

2
Tr[F · γµγ5/k] =

1

2
Tr[F · /kγµγ5] . (57c)

Note that given the decomposition in the massless case (51), the linear polarisation extracted with the previous
expressions is automatically transverse to the observer four-velocity uµ and to the momentum pµ. That is, introducing
a symmetric screen projector Hµν such that HµσHσν = Hµν and Hµνpν = Hµνuν = 0, which is built as

Hµν ≡ δµν − pµkν − kµpν = −εµ+ε− ν − ε
µ
−ε+ ν , (58)

it satisfies automatically HµνQν = Qµ.

III. TRANSFORMATION PROPERTIES AND OBSERVER INDEPENDENCE

A. The definition of observer independence

In order to discuss the observer dependence of the covariant components, we must first specify the definition of the
observer. So far we have performed our computations in special relativity in a Minkowski space-time, that is with a
global inertial frame. However, we intend to embed this space-time into the general relativistic manifold and define
our observer by a fully relativistic trajectory.

From the equivalence principle, the Minkowski space becomes in the context of general relativity the local tangent
space, and it is connected to the manifold by the tetrads [eµ]α carrying a Lorentz-index inside the brackets and a
general relativistic index on the outside. The tetrads are not unique and at each point in space-time a group of tetrads
exist, corresponding to the Lorentz symmetry of special relativity.

In the following, we will choose the unique tetrad corresponding to the observer velocity and its spatial orientation
(such that the observer velocity in tetrad indices is purely temporal (uα = [e0]α), i.e. the observer is not moving in
its own frame). The corresponding local Minkowski space-time is thus identified directly with our relativistic observer
and Lorentz transformations therefore represent a change of observer.

We split the general relativistic 4-momentum Pα 4 into a covariant energy and spatial momentum according to

Pα = pµ[eµ]α = E[e0]α + pi[ei]
α . (59)

4 For clarity we use the notation pµ for the components of the momentum in the local tetrad basis eµ and Pα for the components of the
same momentum in a general coordinates basis, that is we use both a different symbol and a different type of index.
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E and pi are by construction invariant under general coordinate transformations, but not under a change of the
observer. Each observer will measure a different energy or spatial momentum corresponding to its own velocity and
the orientation of the spatial vectors in its tetrad.

We will call a quantity observer independent if under a change of observer and the corresponding Lorentz trans-
formation it transforms in a given representation of the Lorentz group. This implies that the same object will be
described differently by two observers, but this difference is entirely related to the local tetrad basis of the observer
and not the properties of the observer itself. One example is the local 4-momentum pµ, transforming as a gneneric
4-vector, or the mass of particles m, which is a Lorentz scalar.

On the other hand a quantity is observer-dependent if it does not follow the usual Lorentz transformations. This
is for example the case for the local observer velocity uµ = δµ0 , which by definition takes this value for each observer
and thus does not transform as a vector. In particular this is also the case for the helicity Sµ, which directly depends
on the observer-dependant uµ. The choice of observer therefore affects the helicity states and the same quantum
system may be described both as left- or right-handed depending on the observer. We conclude that the distribution
functions frs, the energy E and the spatial momentum pi are observer-dependent.

B. Observer independence of Fa
b

The field ψ is observer independent by construction and does transform in the usual spinor-representation. We
can build ψ for two different observers connected by the passive Lorentz transformation Λ, which thus acts actively
on the coordinates x̃ = Λx, x̃ being the coordinates of a given point for the new observer and x the coordinates of
the same point for the original one. In addition to the coordinates change, each observer also defines his own Hilbert
space basis and therefore describes quantum states and operators differently. We take this into account via the unitary
transformation U(Λ) and we find the usual transformation rules

ψ̃a(x̃) = Da
b(Λ)U(Λ)ψb(x)U(Λ−1) , (60)

where Da
b(Λ) is the representation of the Lorentz transformation on the spinor space whose explicit expression is

given in Appendix D 3. We directly build the fields in both coordinate systems, with the observers defining the
momentum p and the helicity s based on their own coordinates

ψa(x) =
∑
s=± 1

2

∫
[dp]

[
eip·xā†s(p)vs,a(p) + e−ip·xas(p)us,a(p)

]
(61)

ψ̃a(x̃) =
∑
s=± 1

2

∫
[dp̃]

[
eip̃·x̃ā†s(p̃)vs,a(p̃) + e−ip̃·x̃as(p̃)us,a(p̃)

]
(62)

=
∑
s=± 1

2

∫
[dp]

[
eip·xā†s(Λp)vs,a(Λp) + e−ip·xas(Λp)us,a(Λp)

]
,

where in the last line we have defined p̃ = Λp and used that the scalar product p · x is independent of the coordinates
and that the integration element [dp] is Lorentz invariant. Combined with Eq. (60) this implies that∑

s

as(Λp)us,a(Λp) =
∑
s

Da
b(Λ)U(Λ)as(p)U(Λ−1)us,b(p) (63a)∑

s

ā†s(Λp)vs,a(Λp) =
∑
s

Da
b(Λ)U(Λ)ā†s(p)U(Λ−1)vs,b(p) . (63b)

These equations mean, that even though the helicity states (defined by as(p) and as(Λp)) are observer dependent,
after summing them with the corresponding spinors us,a the combination is observer independent and transforms as
a regular Dirac spinor valued operator.

The conjugated field ψ̄a provides the analogous relations∑
s

a†s(Λp)ū
a
s(Λp) =

∑
s

U(Λ)a†s(p)U(Λ−1)ūbs(p)Db
a(Λ−1) (64a)∑

s

ās(Λp)v̄
a
s (Λp) =

∑
s

U(Λ)ās(p)U(Λ−1)v̄bs (p)Db
a(Λ−1) , (64b)
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or they can be deduced using the property (D19).
We deduce that a change of coordinates is equivalent to a change in the Hilbert basis

ψa(Λx) =
∑
s=± 1

2

∫
[dp]

[
eipΛxā†s(p)vs,a(p) + e−ipΛxas(p)us,a(p)

]
(65)

=
∑
s=± 1

2

∫
[dp̃]

[
eip̃·xā†s(Λp̃)vs,a(Λp̃) + e−ip̃·xas(Λp̃)us,a(Λp̃)

]
= Da

b(Λ)U(Λ)
∑
s=± 1

2

∫
[dp̃]

[
eip̃·xā†s(p̃)vs,b(p̃) + e−ip̃·xas(p̃)us,b(p̃)

]
U−1(Λ)

= Da
b(Λ)U(Λ)ψb(x)U−1(Λ) .

So we find that the field must statisfy

U(Λ)ψa(x)U(Λ−1) = Da
b(Λ−1)ψb(Λx) . (66)

While the distribution functions frs are observer dependent, the tensor Fa
b built from the distribution functions turns

out to be entirely observer independent, for both particles and antiparticles. Indeed, under the change of observer,

the quantum state |Ψ〉 seen by the initial observer is seen as |̃Ψ〉 = U(Λ)|Ψ〉 for the new observer, and a momentum

p seen by the old observer is now seen as p̃ ≡ Λp. From Eqs. (63) and (64) the spinor valued operator F̃ b
a defined by

the new observer is related to the former by

F̃ b
a (p̃) = Da

a′(Λ)Fa′
b′(p)Db′

b(Λ−1) . (67)

This is the expected transformation rule for spinor valued tensors in momentum space, and according to the definition
of § III A, this proves that Fa

b is observer independent.

C. Transformation properties of the covariant components

The Dirac matrices satisfy the transformation rules

D(Λ)γµD(Λ−1) = γνΛν
µ ⇒ D(Λ−1)γµD(Λ) = Λµνγ

ν . (68)

For the proper orthochronous Lorentz group SO+(1, 3) this implies that γ5 is invariant. Combining this property
with the transformation rule (67) and the decomposition (48) we deduce that the covariant components transform
under a coordinate transformation Λ ∈ SO+(1, 3) as

Ĩ(p̃) = I(p) , Q̃µ(p̃) = ΛµνQν(p) . (69)

This means that they transform exactly as a scalar and vector field and according to the discussion of § III A, they
are therefore observer independent.

The same analysis can be carried in the massless case using the decomposition (50) and we deduce that the covariant
components transform as

Ĩ(p̃) = I(p) , Ṽ (p̃) = V (p) , Q̃µ(p̃) = H̃µσΛσνQ
ν(p) . (70)

The screen projector [see Def. (58)] associated with the new observer and the new momentum, H̃µσ, ensures that
the linear polarisation remains spatial for the new observer according to the discussion of § II C 2. Hence in the
massless case, the linear polarisation part is not strictly observer independent, but since this dependence introduced
by the screen projector is there only as the result of a choice to remove a non physical degree of freedom, we can
still conclude that in that sense the covariant components are observer independent. More rigorously, the coset
of linear polarisation [see definition (54)] is observer independent and only the special choice of its representative
element is observer dependent and we should rather write the transformation rule of linear polarisation cosets which

is
[
Q̃µ(p̃)

]
= [ΛµνQ

ν(p)], for which the observer independence is manifest.
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D. Discussion

The observer independence is important as it allows us to build a statistical description of the fluid without the
need to specify an observer first. This will be particularly useful for deriving simple transport equations in general
relativity.

The scalar I describes the total intensity of the field and is observer independent since the local number of particles
is identical for each observer. The information of the polarisation of the fluid is contained in the observer independant
vector Qµ.

On the other hand the parameters V and Q±, describing individually the circular and linear polarisations are not
observer independent. The circular polarisation V , for example, changes if the observer is boosted and overtakes the
measured particle. We have defined

Qµ = Qµ + V Sµ , (71)

where Qµ combines multiple observer dependant quantities into one observer independent vector. In the example of
the observer overtaking a particle we change all left-helical − 1

2 states into right-helical + 1
2 states. This means that

the boosted observer will find Ṽ = −V . At the same time the vector Sµ is also observer dependent and the new
observer will define the spatial momentum of the particles with the opposite sign. Therefore the combination V Sµ is

invariant under this boost. At the same time the off-diagonal distributions are swapped: f̃+− = f−+. However these
are combined with the polarisation vectors ε± to form Qµ, which are also interchanged for the new observer, leading
to Qµ being invariant.

In a more general case Qµ and V cannot be disentangled in an observer independent manner and there always
exists a subset of observers, all related by boosts along the momentum direction and rotations around the momentum
direction, that will perceive the field to be entirely circularly polarised without any linear polarisation. For this
reason we will work with the observer independent polarisation vector Qµ and only refer to the circular and linear
polarisations when we have specified an observer.

In the massless case the situation simplifies. It is no longer possible to overtake the particles as they move at the
speed of light in any coordinate system. This leads to both, the circular and linear polarisations V and Qµ [more
rigorously the coset of linear polarisation (54)] to be individually observer independent.

E. Discrete transformations

We can repeat the analysis with discrete transformations. We are most notably interested in parity and charge
conjugations which are needed to discuss weak interactions.

1. Parity transformation

For parity transformation, the unitary operator P implements the transformation through

Pas(p)P = ia−s(−p) , Pbs(p)P = −ib−s(−p) . (72)

If we consider the parity transformed quantum system P|Ψ〉 then the distribution function f̃rs(p) built from it satisfies

f̃rs(p) = f−r−s(−p) , (73)

that is all helicities and momenta are reversed. If we now consider the spinor valued operator F̃ which is built from

f̃rs, and using the property

u−s(−p) = −iγ0us(p) , v−s(−p) = −iγ0vs(p) , (74)

we find that it is related to the original operator as

F̃ (−p) = γ0 · F (p) · γ0 = F †(p) . (75)

which is nothing but Eq. (67) applied for a discrete parity transformation with D(P) = γ0. Since

γ0 · γµ · γ0 = (−1)µ γµ (76a)

γ0 · γµγ5 · γ0 = −(−1)µ γµγ5 , (76b)
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where we used the compact notation [25]

(−1)µ =

{
1 µ = 0

−1 µ = 1, 2, 3,
(77)

then we deduce that

Q̃0(−p) = −Q0(p) Q̃i(−p) = Qi(p) . (78)

The spatial part of the polarisation is unchanged and transforms like an axial vector. The time component is reverted
just to ensure that the transverse property pµQµ still holds after a parity transformation.

2. Charge conjugation

Let us now consider charge conjugation transformations. They are implemented through the unitary operator C as

Cas(p)C = bs(p) , Cbs(p)C = as(p) . (79)

Hence, the distribution function of a charged conjugated system C|Ψ〉 is related to the distribution function of the
original state |Ψ〉 by

f̃rs(p) = frs(p) . (80)

The corresponding spinor valued operators can be related using

us,a(p) = Cabv̄
b
s (p) ūas(p) = C−1abvs,b(p) , (81)

where in the chiral representations the components of Cab are antisymmetric and such that

C = (iγ0γ2) C−1 = −(iγ0γ2) . (82)

From (80) and (81) and the definitions (38) of the spinor valued operators we get

F̃ b
a (p) = −CacFd

c(p)C−1db ⇒ F̃ (p) = −CF T (p)C−1 . (83)

Since charge conjugation is not a special case of Lorentz transformations, it does not take the form (67). Using the
properties (see G.1.24 of [20])

CΓTC−1 = ηCΓ Γ , ηCΓ =

{
+1, Γ = 1, γ5, γµγ5

−1, Γ = γµ,Σµν
(84)

we deduce that F̃ (p) is deduced from F (p) by a global sign change and the replacement pµ → −pµ, which is also
equivalent to m→ −m, as already noticed in § II C.

IV. KINETIC THEORY FOR FERMIONS IN CURVED SPACETIME

A. Liouville equation

In order to derive a Liouville equation in curved space-time which describes the evolution of the covariant compo-
nents, we must distinguish between the massive and the massless case.

1. Massive fermions

In the previous sections we have shown that I and Q are observer independent. In addition, in the local Minkowski
frame, they are also parallel transported in the absence of collisions. The helicity of particles does not change in free
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propagation and, considering that the momentum pµ is conserved, the vectors εµ± and Sµ used to build the quantities
I and Q remain unchanged. Hence, in the local Minkowski space we obtain the equations of motion

dI

dt
= 0 ,

dQµ

dt
= 0 . (85)

From the point of view of general relativity, these equations are only valid locally and neglect entirely the impact
of the relativistic space-time. The intensity I describes the total number of particles. The conservation of I in the
absence of collisions in Eq. (85) is equivalent to mass or particle number conservation. The geometrical impact of
general relativity does not change the number of particles and we may generalise the equation of motion by requiring
the conservation of I along a full geodesic

DI

Dλ
= 0 , (86)

where D
Dλ is the derivative along the particle trajectory parameterized by λ.

The vector Q is parallel transported in the local space-time and describes the polarisation of particles in an observer-
independent way. Again, the geometrical nature of general relativity does not change the polarisation of particles
and we require that Q is parallel transported along the non-trivial trajectory of the particles. Note that the observer
dependant linear and circular polarisation may change non-trivially during the transport and require a specification
of the dynamics of the observer.

Using the observer-independence, we are able to uniquely define the vector Q on our full space-time by employing
the tetrads

Qα = Qµ[eµ]α , (87)

where we remind that the index µ is a tetrad component index, but the index α is a general coordinate index.
Assuming parallel transport, we obtain the equation of motion

DQα

Dλ
= 0 . (88)

Note that Q is by definition orthogonal to the momentum P . This property is automatically conserved in the
relativistic evolution as both, P and Q are parallel-transported along the geodesic of a free particle.

The variation of coordinates along the trajectory is given by dxα/dλ = Pα. The derivatives along the trajectory
can be expressed in terms of the time-coordinate τ = x0 using dτ/dλ = P 0, and using the dependencies I = I(τ,x,p)
we find

∂I(τ,x,p)

∂τ
+
P i

P 0

∂I(τ,x,p)

∂xi
+

dpi

dτ

∂I(τ,x,p)

∂pi
= 0 , (89)

where we stress that the momentum appearing in the intensity I(τ,x,p) is the local 3-momentum p whose components
are expressed in the local tetrad basis of the observer. For the polarisation vector we obtain

∂Qα(τ,x,p)

∂τ
+
P i

P 0

∂Qα(τ,x,p)

∂xi
+

dpi

dτ

∂Qα(τ,x,p)

∂pi
+ Γαγβ

P γ

P 0
Qβ(τ,x,p) = 0 , (90)

where the Γαγβ are the Christoffel symbols associated with the metric. These are the usual relativistic Boltzmann
equations, with the second term describing the variation of the distribution function due to particle propagation and
the third term describing the impact of a change in the local momentum (e.g. due to redshifting related to the
expansion of the Universe). For the propagation of the polarisation vector, we find an additional geometrical term
from the non-trivial parallel transport of vectors in curved spaces.

Finally, the change of the local momentum dpi/dτ is obtained from the geodesic equation

DPα

Dλ
=

dPα

dλ
+ ΓαγβP

βP γ = 0 ⇒ dpµ

dτ
= Pα

d[eµ]α
dτ

− [eµ]αΓαγβ
P βP γ

P 0
. (91)

2. Massless fermions

In the massless case, linear polarisation and circular polarisation must be considered separately. Circular polarisa-
tion V is transported exactly like the intensity I in Eqs. (86) and (89) because the direction of the helicity vector
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is identical to the momentum and therefore parallel-transported. However the linear polarisation vector (considered
in general coordinates with Qα = Qµ[eµ]α) cannot be parallel transported because it is transverse to both the mo-
mentum Pα and the observer velocity uα, and the latter is not (necessarily) parallel transported. In the process of
free streaming, any variation of Qα in the direction of Pα is not physical as explained at the end of § (II C 1). Hence
this unphysical degree of freedom must be eliminated by an appropriate projection so as to obtain an unambiguous
equation for parallel transport. To that purpose, we use the screen projector (58) in general coordinates.

Hβα
DQα

Dλ
= 0 . (92)

The transport of linear polarisation in the massless case is the same as the transport of the full polarisation vector in
the massive case [Eqs. (88) and (90)], up to an additional screen projection which ensures that the double transverse
property holds. This is similar to the parallel transport of linear polarisation for photons [16, 17, 26, 27] which in
that case is described by a doubly projected tensor (see App. A for more details about the statistical description of
vector bosons). We remark that the coset [Qα] is paralell transported.

B. Angular decomposition and multipoles

The intensity I(p) is easily decomposed into spherical harmonics. Indeed, once an observer choice is made, that is
its four-velocity uα is identified with the time-like vector of the tetrad [e0]α, we can define the spatial momentum p
and its direction unit vector p̂. We then perform the usual spherical harmonics decomposition

I(p) =
∑
`m

I`m(|p|)Y`m(p̂) . (93)

Alternatively one could utilise a decomposition based on symmetric trace-free tensors which is equivalent [17, 28].
For the polarisation vector Qµ we remind ourselves of its decomposition as

Qµ(p) = Q+(p)εµ+(p) +Q−(p)εµ−(p) + V (p)Sµ(p) . (94)

For the angular decomposition we have to pay attention to the transformation properties when performing a spatial
rotation of the coordinate system around the direction of p̂. The ordinary spherical harmonics, when evaluated at
p̂ do not transform under this rotation and are thus not suitable to decompose objects which have a non-trivial
transformation under this rotation. The polarisation vector Q transforms as an ordinary 4-vector (we have shown
that it is observer-independent). However, this is not the case for the observer-dependent vectors and distribution
functions used to build Q. The vector in direction of the spatial momentum Sµ is invariant under this particular
rotation as it points in the direction p̂. Employing the observer-independence of Q we therefore conclude that V
must be invariant under this rotation and may be decomposed into ordinary spherical harmonics. The polarisation
vectors ε±(p̂) however transform with an additional spin ∓1 complex rotation. To generate an observer-independent
Q the corresponding Q± must transform with the opposite spin and they are decomposed into spin-weighted spherical
harmonics Y slm [29] as

Q+(p) ≡
∑
`m

Q+
`m(|p|)Y +

`m(p̂) , Q−(p) ≡ Q−`m(|p|)Y −`m(p̂) . (95)

Note that this discussion only concerns the observer dependence under a specific spatial rotation and that due to the
definition of helicity an additional dependence mixing V and Q± exists for more general rotations and boosts.
E and B modes multipoles can be defined from Q±`m ≡ ∓(E`m ± iB`m). Equivalently since Q(p) is a vector field

on the unit sphere in momentum space, it can be decomposed as the gradient and the curl of two scalar functions as

Qi(p) = DiE(p) + p̂jεji
kDkB(p) , (96)

where Di is the covariant derivative on the unit sphere and p̂jεji
k is the Levi-Civita tensor on the unit sphere.

Decomposing the scalar functions E and B in multipoles E`m and B`m as in the expansion (93) and using [30]

DiY`m =

√
`(`+ 1)

2

(
−Y +

`mε
i
+ + Y −`mε

i
−
)

(97)

the two possible definitions for the E and B modes multipoles are related by E`m =
√
`(`+ 1)/2E`m and B`m =√

`(`+ 1)/2B`m. Again a similar expansion can be obtained by using symmetric trace-free tensors to expand the
scalar functions E and B directly in Eq. (96).
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V. THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION

A. Time evolution and collisions

So far we have discussed the free propagation of fermions. When in addition considering collisions, we will employ
a separation of scales. We assume that the relativistic evolution is dominant on macroscopic scales, while individual
collisions act on microscopic scales. We therefore may compute the collision term in the local tanget space corre-
sponding to special relativity. Then averaging over the local Minkowski space-time of the observer we will provide an
effective collision term for the relativistic evolution of the distribution functions.

We therefore introduce three separate scales, the microscopic scale of individual interactions, typically the Compton
timescale of interacting particles. Then a mesoscopic scale over which we average the individual collisions, define our
local distribution functions and describe the impact of the collisions on the averaged fluid. Finally, the macroscopic
scale on which particles free stream on general relativistic geodesics.

We begin with the description of collisions in the local frame of our observer. The full Hamiltonian H can be
separated into a free part H0 and an interaction part HI. We employ the Heisenberg picture in which the states are
time-independent. The time evolution of our distribution function is given by (omitting to specify the momentum
dependence of frs and Nrs for simplicity)

δ(0)
d

dt
frs = 〈Ψ|dNrs

dt
|Ψ〉 = i〈Ψ|[H,Nrs]|Ψ〉 = i〈Ψ|[HI, Nrs]|Ψ〉 , (98)

where in the last identity we have used that helicity is conserved in the absence of collisions since [H0, Nrs] = 0. We
find a differential equation for the operator Nrs and are able to write an approximate solution as closed integration if

we restrict ourselves to a given order in the interaction Hamiltonian. We define the operator N
(0)
rs characterising the

ingoing states prior to the collision. To first order in the interaction we obtain

Nrs(t) = N (0)
rs + i

t∫
0

dt′[HI(t
′), N (0)

rs ] . (99)

The interpretation of this equation is that at the time t = 0 the system is starting to interact, but as the background
does not yet contain any correlations between the interacting species we can still evaluate the collisions using the
zeroth order number operator. This first order solution describes forward scatterings and we need to go to second
order to find the first non-forward interactions.

We insert the first order solution (99) into Eq. (98) and find to second order

dNrs
dt

= i[HI(t), Nrs(t)] ≈ i[HI(t), N
(0)
rs ]−

t∫
0

dt′[HI(t), [HI(t
′), N (0)

rs ]] . (100)

The second order contribution describes an interaction which is active between the time t′ and t. We identify this
timescale with our microscopic timescale tmic = t − t′, quantifying the timescale of individual particle interactions.
The averaged fluid however does not change significantly on this timescale and evolves on the much larger mesoscopic
time-scale tmes � tmic. Since we compute the derivative of the number operator N with respect to the time t we may
identify the mesoscopic time tmes = t. Expressed in these parameters we obtain

dNrs
dtmes

= i[HI(tmes), N
(0)
rs ]−

tmes∫
0

dtmic[HI(tmes), [HI(tmes − tmic), N (0)
rs ]] (101)

Ideally we would like to evaluate this equation at the initial time and set tmes = 0 to compute the change of our
initial states under the considered interactions. This choice however is mathematically inconsistent as we are mixing
mesoscopic and microscopic timescales in the integration. Instead we average the resulting time-derivative, considering
the time-reversal symmetry, over a box that is centered on the initial time and has a length of 2ε which is chosen to
be small compared to the scale of macroscopic evolution.

dNrs(0)

dt

∣∣∣
classical

≡ i[HI(0), N (0)
rs ]−

ε∫
−ε

dtmes

2ε
sgn(tmes)

tmes∫
0

dtmic[HI(tmes), [HI(tmes − tmic), N (0)
rs ]] . (102)
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We may split this integration into three regions. First, the central region ε ≈ tCompton, where tCompton the typical
Compton time scale of particles, is highly non-trivial, but this region is negligible compared to our entire integration
volume. In the remaining positive and negative regions the integrand is constant in time. The reason is that the
integral over the microscopic time already has sufficient support and is converged. The remaining time-dependence
based on the mesoscopic time tmes is not relevant as we have chosen the box small compared to the mesoscopic
evolution and we may now set tmes = 0 yielding

dNrs(0)

dt

∣∣∣
classical

≡ i[HI(0), N (0)
rs ]− 1

2

ε∫
−ε

dtmic[HI(0), [HI(tmic), N (0)
rs ]] . (103)

Finally we may extend the integration limit ε to infinity compared to the microscopic evolution using a separation of
scales.

We note that the interaction Hamiltonian appearing in this equation may always be evaluated based on the non-
interacting field value as we only utilise times which are small compared to the mesoscopic time. Our expression is
equivalent to those used in Refs. ([31–33]).

We finally deduce from Eq. (98) that the classical evolution of the distribution function is given by

δ(0)
dfrs(t)

dt
= i〈Ψ(t)|[HI(t), N

(0)
rs ]|Ψ(t)〉 − 1

2
〈Ψ(t)|

∫ ∞
−∞

dtmic[HI(t), [HI(t+ tmic), N (0)
rs ]]|Ψ(t)〉 , (104)

where the first term on the rhs is the forward scattering term. It is responsible for refractive effects or flavor oscillations
in matter (see Refs. [34, 35] for neutrino oscillations in cosmology) such as the MSW effect [31, 36–38]). The second
term is the collision term and we define

δ(0)C[frs(t)] ≡ −
1

2
〈Ψ(t)|

∫ ∞
−∞

dtmic[HI(t), [HI(t+ tmic), N (0)
rs ]]|Ψ(t)〉 (105)

such that the Boltzmann equation (104) (when neglecting forward scattering and restoring the notation of the mo-
mentum dependence) is written

δ(0)
dfss′(t, p)

dt
= δ(0)C[fss′(t, p)] . (106)

A spinor space operator associated with this collision term is obtained by contraction with us′(p)ūs(p) (or vs(p)v̄s′(p)
for antiparticles) as in Eq. (38), and we define

C[F (t, p)] ≡

{∑
s s′ C[fss′(t, p)]us′(p)ūs(p) , particles∑
s s′ C[fss′(t, p)]vs(p)v̄s′(p) , antiparticles .

(107)

The covariant parts of this spinor space collision operator, IC(p) and QµC(p) are obtained exactly like in Eq. (48). In
the massless case the covariant parts are IC(p), VC(p) and QµC(p) and are obtained as in Eq. (51).

The classical Boltzmann equation is obtained when considering that this derivation, which has been made for a
homogeneous system (see § II A), is in fact valid locally. That is in the derivation we assumed that the distribution
function depends on time and momentum only frs(t, p), but we now assume that it also depends on the position and
employ frs(t,x, p). This amounts to considering that there is a mesoscopic length scale under which the system can
be considered as homogeneous such that the volume integral in the Hamiltonian HI =

∫
d3xHI can be extended to

infinity in the computation of the local collision term C[fss′(t,x, p)]. Expressed in terms of spinor valued operators
the classical Boltzmann equation reads

dF (t,x, p)

dt
= C[F (t,x, p)] . (108)

B. General relativity and the classical Boltzmann equation in curved space-time

We connect the collision term derived in the mesoscopic Minkowski space-time to the macroscopic relativistic
evolution. We assume that collisions are well described in special relativity and general relativistic corrections may
be neglected. Under our assumptions, the covariant parts of the local spinor space collision operator (107), do also
depend on the position of space [e.g. we should write IC(t,x, p)]. Using dt/dλ = p0 = E, the derivative EdI/dt is
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identified with DI/Dλ of the parallel transport in equation (86), but now the effect of collisions is taken into account
by the intensity part of Eq. (108), dI/dt = IC . This means that we connect the time in the local inertial frame, in
which we compute the collisions, with the time along our general relativistic geodesic.

Similarly, expressing the polarisation part of the collision term in general coordinates as in Eq. (87), that is with

QαC = QµC [eµ]α , (109)

we identify EdQα/dt with DQα/Dλ of the parallel transport equation (88) and we find

DI

Dλ
= E IC ,

DQα

Dλ
= EQαC . (110)

This is the general relativistic Boltzmann equation for fermions, needed to compute the effect of both free streaming
and collisions on the distribution function of fermions. When computing the collision term for particular examples in
§ VI, it is convenient to present the results with a prefactor 1/E so that the rhs of Eq. (110) can be readily obtained.

When expressed in functions of the general time coordinate τ , we just use dτ/dλ = P 0 to deduce that the rhs of
Eqs. (89) and (90) are respectively E/P 0IC and E/P 0QαC when collisions are to be considered.

C. Flavor description and flavor oscillations

We will now consider the case of flavoured particles, following Ref. [31]. We add flavour indices (i, j = 1, . . . , nflavour)
to our creation and annihilation operators ais and the distribution function fri sj is obtained from a†ir a

j
s following the

same procedure as in §II A. For simplicity of notation, we omit the spin indices r, s in this section. These flavour-states
are chosen to be diagonal in the interactions, but the corresponding mass matrix may not be diagonal and thus the
flavour states are no longer conserved in free propagation.

In our approach these oscillations are represented by forward scatterings. The free Hamiltonian takes the form

H0 =

∫
[dp]

∑
ij

∑
s

ai†s (p)Ωija
j
s(p) + bi†s (p)Ωijb

j
s(p) , (111)

with Ωij =
√
p2 +M2

ij a symmetric matrix and Mij the neutrino mass matrix. In the absence of interactions we

find5

dN
(0)
ij (t)

dt
= i[H0(t), N

(0)
ij ] . (112)

where the commutator between the free Hamiltonian and the number operator does not vanish. We explictly obtain

dfij
dt

= i
∑
k

(Ωikfkj − fikΩkj) . (113)

When considering both interactions and flavour oscillations, we assume a separation of scales between the flavour
oscillations, relevant on the mesoscopic scale, and the collisions on the microscopic scale. This means that we allow
for flavour oscillations in-between two individual interactions, but not during one single collision. This assumption
allows us to write up to second order in collisions

δ(0)
dfij(t)

dt
= i〈Ψ(t)|[H0(t), Nij ]|Ψ(t)〉+ i〈Ψ(t)|[HI(t), N

(0)
ij ]|Ψ(t)〉

−1

2
〈Ψ(t)|

∫ ∞
−∞

dtmic[HI(t), [HI(t+ tmic), N
(0)
ij ]]|Ψ(t)〉 . (114)

Defining the collision term as in Eq. (105) and neglecting forward scattering induced by the interaction Hamiltonian,
we obtain the classical Boltzmann equation

dfij(t, p)

dt
= i
∑
k

(Ωik(p)fkj(t, p)− fik(t, p)Ωkj(p)) + C[fij(t, p)] . (115)

5 Note that in Eq. (2.5) of Ref. [31] there is an extra minus sign for particles compared to antiparticles because the definition of the
distribution function is the transposed of our definition frs.
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Note that only the spatial momentum is conserved (and not energy of particles, because they change from one mass
shell to another one) by the flavor changing term but we must not forget that when we consider a distribution function
fij we must extract its energy with

∑
ij Ωijfij and it is easily seen that this is conserved by the flavor changing term.

To promote the Boltzmann equation to general relativity we follow the recipe presented in the previous sections.
We construct the observer-independent quantities Iij and Qij from the distribution function fij and connect them
to general relativistic manifold by multiplying them with the tetrad. The flavour oscillations can be treated in the
same way as the collision term. They are well described on the mesoscopic scale, independent from the geometrical
corrections of general relativity relevant on the macroscopic scale. As particles are propagating on the free geodesics of
general relativity, the flavour of the particles is mixed. We therefore connect the time measured by the local observer
describing the flavour oscillations to our relativistic time coordinate and, similarly to section V B we find that the
factor E/P0 must be added in front of the flavour oscillations term [the first term on the rhs of Eq. (115)] before
incorporating it to the rhs of the Boltzmann equations (89) and (90).

VI. COLLISIONS MEDIATED BY WEAK INTERACTIONS

In order to illustrate how the previous formalism should be implemented in practice, we will focus on weak-
interactions, and more precisely on their low-energy limit. Since this has the advantage of involving only fermions it
is very well suited for the formalism introduced in this article.

A. General form of weak-interactions

All weak interaction take the form of current-current interactions [39] at low energy (low compared to the W± and
Z masses), that is they are given by

HI = −LI =
GF√

2

[
JNC
µ JµNC + JCC†

µ JµCC

]
, (116)

where GF ' 1.17 × 10−5 GeV−2 is the Fermi constant of weak interactions.

1. Neutral currents

Neutral currents describe the exchange of Z bosons and as these are not charged they mediate elastic scatterings
that do not alter the involved types of particles and only transfer momentum, spin and energy.

The neutral current is simply the sum of the neutral currents of all particles undergoing weak interactions

JµNC = Jµee + Jµνν + . . . . (117)

For neutrinos, the neutral current couples only the left chiralities and, noting ν the neutrino quantum field, it is
simply

Jµνν ≡ eν− ν̄γµ(1− γ5)ν , eν− ≡
1

2
. (118)

with similar expressions for other flavors. However for electrons and (similarly pions and taus) the neutral currents
must be further decomposed into left and right chiral interactions as

Jµee = εe−J
−µ
ee + εe+J

+µ
ee , J−µee ≡ ēγµ(1− γ5)e J+µ

ee ≡ ēγµ(1+ γ5)e , (119)

where we noted e the electronic quantum field. The chiral coupling constants are for electrons

εe− ≡ −
1

2
+ sin2 θW , εe+ ≡ sin2 θW , (120)

with θW the Weinberg angle (sin2 θW ' 0.23).
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2. Charged currents

Opposed to the neutral currents, the charged currents describe the exchange of charged W -bosons and therefore
are inelastic. The structure of the charged current is more complex since it couples eigenmass states of different
flavors, thanks to the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix for quarks or the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-
Sakata (PMNS) matrix for massive neutrinos. We ignore these complications for the examples that we shall consider
and employ effective charged currents for the neutron/proton pair which is involved in beta decays and related
processes, and the charged currents of the first two lepton flavors, that is of the electron/neutrino and muon/muon
neutrino pairs.

JσCC = cos θCJ
σ
pn + Jσeν + Jσµνµ , (121a)

(121b)

where cos θC = 0.98 is a Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) angle.
The charged currents for electron/neutrino and muon/muon neutrino pairs are coupling only the left chiralities

Jσeν ≡ ν̄γσ(1− γ5)e , Jσµνµ ≡ ν̄µγ
σ(1− γ5)µ . (122)

However, due to internal QCD effects, the coupling in the proton/pair is not purely left chiral. The deviation from
left chirality of the coupling is parameterized by the gA parameter whose measured value is approximately 1.25 [39]
and the corresponding charged current reads

Jµpn ≡ p̄γµ(1− gAγ5)n . (123)

When considering the cumulative effect of neutral currents and charged currents, we can use the Fierz identities
which for anticommuting fields give [31, 40]

J†µeν (Jeν)µ = J−µee (J−νν)µ . (124)

This means that the effect multiple charged currents can be replaced by equivalent neutral currents. In the collision
term we may therefore replace the charged currents by modifying the neutral chiral coupling factors (120), yielding

εe− → εe− + 1 . (125)

B. General current/current interaction

For any reaction involving weak-interactions, a visual inspection of the interaction Hamiltonian is sufficient to
deduce which currents are involved in the process. In all cases this amounts to considering the current-current
coupling between four species a, b, c, d given by

HI = −LI = g
(
Jacµ J

µ
bd + cc

)
, (126)

where, depending on the interaction, the same species may be represented by multiple indices. The chiral contributions
of these currents are parameterized by εac± and εbd± as

Jµac = ψcχ
µ
(ac)ψa , Jµbd = ψdχ

µ
(bd)ψb , (127)

with the notation

χµ(ac) ≡ 2
∑
s=±1

εacs γ
µPs = εac+ γ

µ(1+ γ5) + εac− γ
µ(1− γ5) (128a)

χµ(bd) ≡ 2
∑
s=±1

εbds γ
µPs = εbd+ γ

µ(1+ γ5) + εbd− γ
µ(1− γ5) . (128b)

We now study the structure of the collision term due the general interaction Hamiltonian (126) with the currents
(127), and we apply it further to specific cases, which all correspond to a choice of the species a, b, c, d together with
the couplings εac± and εbd± and the coupling constant g.
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Let us investigate the total collision term for the particle species a due to this interactions, which is represented by
a sum of individual collision terms. First there is the decay of particle a corresponding to the reaction

a→ b̄+ c+ d (129)

where we recall that b̄ is the antiparticle species related to the particle species b. We may typically neglect the three
body reactions that would revert this decay, as they are only relevant in very high density environments. In addition
to the decay, we have to consider the two-body reactions

a+ b ↔ c+ d (130a)

a+ c̄ ↔ b̄+ d (130b)

a+ d̄ ↔ c+ b̄ . (130c)

However all the related collision terms can be deduced from the one of a+ b↔ c+ d through crossing symmetry and
we discuss this procedure in the next section. Here we focus only on this specific reaction.

C. General method for the generic process a+ b↔ c+ d

Let us introduce some compact notation with the multi-indices

α ≡ (sα, pα) α′ ≡ (s′α, p
′
α) . (131)

These multi-indices contain all information characterising one single particle (its momentum and helicity). We will
typically label ingoing states as unprimed and outgoing states with primed indices. For species a we employ the
multi-index α and similarly for species b (resp. c and d) we use the multi-indices β (resp. γ and δ). The plane
wave solutions are written in a compact form in this notation. For instance for the species a we write uα ≡ usα(pα)
and vα ≡ vsα(pα). Furthermore this allows to write a compact relativistic Dirac delta function which acts both on
helicities and momenta as

δαα′ ≡ δK
sαs′α

δ(pα − p′α) . (132)

We denote the number operator associated with species a as

Aαα′ ≡ Nsαs′α(pα, p
′
α) = a†sα(pα)as′α(p′α) . (133)

We also define the Pauli blocking operator

Âαα′ ≡ δαα′ −Aαα′ . (134)

The expectation value of these operators is denoted as

〈Aαα′〉 = δ(pα − p′α)Aαα′(pα) , 〈Âαα′〉 = δ(pα − p′α)Âαα′(pα) (135)

where we introduce the short-hand notation Aαα′(pα) = Asαs′α(pα). We recall that this quantity is exactly the

one-particle distribution function associated with species a. Note that for the Pauli blocking factor, Âαα′(pα) is a
shorthand notation for δK

sαs′α
− Asαs′α(pα). We associate to the one-particle distribution function (resp. the Pauli

blocking function) a spinor valued operator following the procedure (38) that we note Aa
b (resp. Â b

a ) in component

notation or simply A (resp. Â) in operator notation. Having defined for species a the number operator Aαα′ , the
distribution function Aαα′ and the spinor-valued (observer-independant) operator A, identically for species b (resp.
c , d) we use Bββ′ , Bββ′ and B (resp. Cγγ′ , C′γγ and C, Dδδ′ , Dδδ′ and D), and associated hatted notations for

Pauli blocking factors. Furthermore, for the antiparticles species ā, b̄, c̄, d̄ related to the species a, b, c, d, we use barred
notation for number operators (e.g. Aαα′), distribution function (e.g. Aαα′) and spinor valued operators (e.g. A),
along with their hatted versions for Pauli blocking terms. Finally we define the collision term as in Eq. (106), that is

δ(0)C[Ass′(p)] ≡ −
1

2
〈
∫ ∞
−∞

dt′[HI(0), [HI(t
′), Ass′(p)]]〉 (136)

such that the quantum Boltzmann equation (104) for species a is written as (when neglecting forward scattering)

δ(0)
dAss′(p)

dt
= δ(0)C[Ass′(p)] . (137)
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Following the previous discussion, our goal is to compute the collision term C[Ass′(p)] corresponding to the reaction
a+ b↔ c+ d, when considering an interaction Hamiltonian of the form (126). This interaction Hamiltonian contains
the term

Ha+b↔c+d
I ≡

∫
[dpα][dpβ ][dpγ ][dpδ](2π)3δ(pα + pβ − pγ − pδ)e−i(p0α+p0β−p

0
γ−p

0
δ)tMa+b↔c+d (138)

which is decribing the reaction a+ b↔ c+ d, and where we used the scattering operator for this reaction

Ma+b↔c+d ≡
∑
spins

(
d†δc
†
γbβaαMαβ→γ δ + b†βa

†
αdδcγMγ δ→αβ

)
. (139)

The M matrices are

Mαβ→γ δ ≡ M [(sα, pα) (sβ , pβ)→ (sγ , pγ) (sδ, pδ)] ≡ g[ūγχ
µ
(ac)uα][ūδχ

(bd)
µ uβ ] (140a)

Mγ δ→αβ = M?
αβ→γ δ = g[ūαχ

µ
(ac)uγ ][ūβχ

(bd)
µ uδ] . (140b)

To compute the collision term we first need to compute the operator [M, [M, Ass′ ]]. Using the commutation rules
given in Appendix B, we get

[M, [M, Ass′ ]] ≡ Mγ′δ′→αβMα′β′→γδ

{
[dδ′cγ′b

†
βa
†
α, d
†
δc
†
γbβ′ [aα′ , a

†
sas′ ]] + [d†δc

†
γbβ′aα′ , dδ′cγ′b

†
β [a†α, a

†
sas′ ]]

}
= Mγ′δ′→αβMα′β′→γδ

{
[dδ′cγ′b

†
βa
†
α, d
†
δc
†
γbβ′as′ ]δsα′ − [d†δc

†
γbβ′aα′ , dδ′cγ′b

†
βa
†
s]δs′α

}
= Mγ′δ′→αβMα′β′→γδ

{
[dδ′cγ′b

†
βa
†
α, d
†
δc
†
γbβ′as′ ]δsα′ + [dδ′cγ′b

†
βa
†
s, d
†
δc
†
γbβ′aα′ ]δs′α

}
. (141)

The commutators of this last expression are expressible simply in terms of the number operators of the species. For
instance using the commutation rules of Appendix B we get

[dδ′cγ′b
†
βa
†
α, d
†
δc
†
γbβ′as′ ] = Aαs′Bββ′Ĉγγ′D̂δδ′ − Âαs′B̂ββ′Cγγ′Dδδ′ . (142)

Hence we obtain

[M, [M, Ass′ ]] = M?
αβ→γ′ δ′Mα′ β′→γ δ{

δsα′
[
Bββ′Aαs′D̂δδ′Ĉγγ′ −Dδδ′Cγγ′B̂ββ′Âαs′

]
+ δαs′

[
Bββ′Asα′D̂δδ′Ĉγγ′ −Dδδ′Cγγ′B̂ββ′Âsα′

]}
. (143)

We now employ this result in Eqs. (138) and (136). We integrate a total of five momentum integrals (each one
being itself three-dimensional in momentum space) using the Dirac distributions. Of these, four Dirac functions are
contained in the expectation values of the number operators associated to the four species, and there is an extra
Dirac function δsα′ from the collision term ensuring local energy and momentum conservation. Eventually, taking the
expectation in the quantum state, we get

δ(0)C[Ass′(p)] = VKM?[(sα, p) (sβ , pβ)→ (s′γ , pγ) (s′δ, pδ)]M [(s′α, p) (s′β , pβ)→ (sγ , pγ) (sδ, pδ)]{
δK
sα′

[
−Bββ′(pβ)Aαs′(p)D̂δδ′(pδ)Ĉγγ′(pγ) +Dδδ′(pδ)Cγγ′(pγ)B̂ββ′(pβ)Âαs′(p)

]
+δK

αs′

[
−Bββ′(pβ)Asα′(p)D̂δδ′(pδ)Ĉγγ′(pγ) +Dδδ′(pδ)Cγγ′(pγ)B̂ββ′(pβ)Âsα′(p)

]}
(144)

with the integration on momenta

K =
1

2

∫
[dpδ][dpγ ][dpβ ](2π)4δ(4)(pδ + pγ − pβ − p) . (145)

We note that:

• The collision term is made of two types of terms. The first terms on the second and the third line of Eq. (144)
correspond to scattering out processes, that is collisions which due to the minus sign deplete the distribution
function associated with species a and they correspond to a + b → c + d. The second term on the second and
third line correspond conversely to scattering in processes, which increase the distribution function of species a,
and they represent interactions c+ d→ a+ b.
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• For scattering out processes, the collision term is proportional to the distribution function of the initial states
(species a and b), but also to the Pauli blocking function of the final states (species c and d), and the reverse is
true for the scattering in processes.

• The distribution functions are Hermitian, that is A?ss′(p) = As′s′(p) as in Eq. (27). Let us now consider
C[Ass′(p)]?. Given the Hermiticity of the distribution functions and thus of the Pauli blocking functions, with a
simple renaming of all primed indices as unprimed indices (and also of unprimed indices as primed indices), it is
straightforward to show that this is equal to C[As′s(p)], hence the collision term is also Hermitian as expected.

• In the previous computation when checking the Hermiticity, the second and third line of Eq. (144) are inter-
changed. Terms of the second line are proportional to δK

sα′ and correspond physically to the scattering of the
helicity index s′, and conversely in the third line the terms are proportional to δK

αs′ and it corresponds to the
scattering of the helicity index s. Hence we see that the collision term possesses four terms corresponding to
the in/out contributions and the s/s′ contributions.

• Finally even though we computed the collision term for a homogenous system in a Minkowski space-time, the
total volume, which appears as δ(3)(0), drops out from both the left and the right hand side of Eq. (144) and
thus of Eq. (137). Hence, as argued before Eq. (108), we can consider that this collision term is valid locally,
allowing us to consider in a classical macroscopic description that all distribution functions should be considered
with a dependence on the point of space-time. We started a computation with total number of particles in a
quantum system, but we end up using it with number densities of particles, considering that the collisions are
point-like.

The procedure to follow is now transparent. The helicity indices of the distribution functions (or the related Pauli
blocking functions) are contracted with the plane waves solutions contained in the M matrices. From Eqs. (38) this
is exactly what is needed to build the spinor space operators related to each species. Since only the indices s and s′

remain uncontracted in Eq. (144), we contract them with us′(p)ūs(p) (or vs(p)v̄s′(p) for antiparticles) so as to form
a spinor space collision operator C[A(p)] as specified in the definition (107). Note that the contraction of δK

αs′ with
us′(p)ūs(p) or vs(p)v̄s′(p) gives simply /p+M as can be seen from Eqs. (43).

We finally obtain

C[A(p)] = − g2

2Ea
K
{

Tr[B · χ(bd)
µ · D̂ · χ(bd)

ν ]×
[
A · χµ(ac) · Ĉ · χ

ν
(ac) · (/p+M) + (/p+M) · χµ(ac) · Ĉ · χ

ν
(ac) ·A

]
−(A↔ Â,B ↔ B̂, Ĉ ↔ C, D̂ ↔D)

}
(146)

where the momentum dependence A(p) and B(pβ), C(pγ), D(pδ) (and similarly for Pauli blocking operators) are
omitted for a more compact notation. The structure of the collision term is again manifest. The first line corresponds
to scattering out processes. It is made of two terms which thanks to the property (53) of all operators appearing

({A,B, Ĉ, D̂, χµ(ac), χ
µ
(bd)}), ensure that the property (53) is satisfied for the collision operator. As for the second line,

it corresponds to the scattering in processes, and differs only by an overal sign and the exchange of the distribution
and Pauli blocking functions.

This collision term C[A], being itself an operator in spinor space, can be decomposed into its covariant parts
IC[A]and QµC[A] as in the decomposition (48). These components can be found by multiplying by the appropriate

X ∈ O and taking the trace, that is using the extractions (55) or (57) in the massless case. Since all operators
involved in the collision term are made of γµ or γ5 matrices, the problem is reduced to taking traces of products of
these operators. The corresponding expressions are gathered in Appendix C. This procedure is conceptually simple
and standard, but it can become rather involved when there is a large number of operators in the products. Indeed,
letting aside the γ5 operators, the largest products involve two γµ matrices for each distribution function or Pauli

blocking function from the Σ̃µν . Then considering the γµ of the operators (128), and the one contained in /p + M ,
we see that when extracting the components on γµ (resp. Σµν) of the collision term, we end up with a total of eight
(resp. nine) γµ operators. However, this systematic computation can be handled by a computer algebra package such
as xAct [41] and this is particularly powerful since it also takes care of all simplifications involving space-time indices.

In particular, when using Eqs. (36) to extract the intensity part of the collision term (146), we find using the
decomposition (50) for A(p) and the property (/p + M)(/p + M) = 2M(/p + M) (deduced from /p/p = m2) its general
expression

1

2
IC[A](p) = − g2

2Ea
K
{

Tr[B · χbdµ · D̂ · χbdν ]Tr
[
A · χµac · Ĉ · χνac

]
− (A↔ Â,B ↔ B̂, Ĉ ↔ C, D̂ ↔D)

}
. (147)
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This general expression is also valid in the massless case. To show this we first need that for any two four-vectors Aµ

and Bµ, { /A, /B} = 2AµBµ1 thanks to Eq. (11), so that {/p, /k} = 21 and {/p, /Q} = 0. Using the extraction expression
(57a) applied on the collision term (146), and commuting the operators with the previous properties to force the
appearance of /p/p = 0, leads also to Eq. (147).

The collision operator (146) has the general form

C[A(p)] = −[(/p+M) ·K ·A(p) +A(p) ·K · (/p+M)] + [(/p+M) · K̂ · Â(p) + Â(p) · K̂ · (/p+M)] , (148)

where K = K[B, Ĉ, D̂] is an operator [satisfying property (53)] depending on other species distribution functions

integrated over momenta, and K̂ = K[B̂,C,D] is its hatted version. For other types of interactions than the
current-current weak interactions that we considered (e.g. considering the effect of the finite mass of the vector boson
exchanged), the collision operator for the species a would still have the general form (148) but with a different K.
If the interactions are with bosons, the hatted expressions in K have to be understood in the sense of stimulated
emission instead of Pauli blocking as discussed in Appendix A. From the general form (148), the intensity part is in
general obtained from

1

2
IC[A](p) = −Tr[K.A(p)] + Tr[K̂.Â(p)] . (149)

D. Explicit form of the collision term for a+ b↔ c+ d

1. Notation

Let us introduce some notation which allows to give explicitly the collision term for the species a corresponding
to the reaction a + b ↔ c + d, as obtained from the method exposed in the previous section. From the covariant
components of the distribution function which are I(p) and Qµ(p), we can build scalar, vectors and tensors with which
the collision term is better expressed. Let us first introduce the chiral vectors I±µ (p) (see appendix (D 8) for physical

interpretation) and the achiral vector I0
µ(p)

2I±µ ≡ Ipµ ±MQµ = Ipµ ±MQµ ±MV Sµ , 2I0
µ ≡ Ipµ , (150)

where we remind the notation M = m (resp. M = −m) for a particle (resp. for an antiparticle) and where the
dependence of all quantities on the momentum pµ is omitted. Note that the left chiral vector for a particle I−µ is

equal to the right chiral vector I+
µ of the corresponding antiparticle and vice versa. We also define the Pauli blocking

vectors

Î±µ ≡ pµ − I±µ , Î0
µ ≡ pµ − I0

µ , Q̂µ = −Qµ . (151)

In the massless case, using that mSµ → pµ we must take the definitions

2I±µ ≡ (I ± λV )pµ . (152)

where we remind that λ is 1 for particles and −1 for antiparticles. Note that the purely linear polarisation Qµ does
not contribute in the definitions of the chiral vectors in the massless case. We then define scalar quantities

I ≡ I

2
, Î = 1− I , J ≡MI = M

I

2
, Ĵ ≡M Î = M

(
1− I

2

)
, (153)

and tensor quantities

Sµν ≡ p[µQν] Ŝµν = −Sµν (154a)

S±µν = Sµν ± J gµν = Sµν ±
MI

2
gµν , (154b)

where again the hatted notation refers to Pauli blocking forms. In the massless limit J = Ĵ = 0 and S±µν = Sµν .
Furthermore Sµν = p[µQν], and it is non-vanishing only if there is linear polarisation.

The collision term is expressed by means of various contractions of these scalars, vectors and tensors associated
with the various species involved in the collision. In order to obtain a compact result, we introduce the following
contractions (we remind that indices a, b, c, d refer to the species considered):

[Sa · Sb] ≡ Sµa νS
ν
b µ , [Sa · Sb · Sc · Sd] ≡ Sσa λS

λ
b µS

µ
c νS

ν
d σ , (155)
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Ia · Sb · Ic ≡ IµaSbµνIνc , Ia · Sb · Sc · Id ≡ IaµS
µ
b ν
Sνc λI

λ
d , (156)

(Sa · Ib)µ = Sµa νI
ν
b , (Sa · Sb · Ic)µ = Sµa νS

ν
b σI

σ
c , (Sa · Sb · Sc · Id)µ = Sµa νS

ν
b σS

σ
c λI

λ
d . (157)

2. Intensity of the collision term

The intensity part of the collision term takes the general form

IC[A] =
29

2Ea
g2K

[
TI(Â, B̂,C,D)− TI(A,B, Ĉ, D̂)

]
, (158)

where the first contribution corresponds to scattering out processes and the second one to scattering in processes.
The Kernel of the collision is common to both types of processes and reads

TI(A,B,C,D) ≡
{∑
r=±

(εacr )2(εbdr )2(Ira · Irb )(Irc · Ird) +
∑
r=±

(εacr )2(εbd−r)
2(Ira · I−rd )(Irc · I−rb ) (159)

+
∑
r=±

(εacr )2εbd+ ε
bd
−

(
− 1

2
(Ira · Irc )[Sb · Sd] + (Ira · Sb · Sd · Irc ) + (Irc · Sb · Sd · Ira)

+(Ira · Sd · Irc )Jb + (Irc · Sb · Ira)Jd − JbJd(Ira · Irc )
)

+
∑
r=±

(εbdr )2εac+ ε
ac
−

(
− 1

2
(Irb · Ird)[Sa · Sc] + (Irb · Sa · Sc · Ird) + (Ird · Sa · Sc · Irb )

+(Irb · Sc · Ird)Ja + (Ird · Sa · Irb )Jc − JaJc(Irb · Ird)
)

+ εac− ε
ac
+ ε

bd
− ε

bd
+ [−[Sa · Sc][Sb · Sd] + 2[Sa · Sb · Sd · Sc] + 2[Sa · Sd · Sb · Sc]

−[Sa · Sb]JcJd − [Sc · Sd]JaJb + [Sa · Sd]JbJc + [Sb · Sc]JaJd + 4JaJbJcJd]
}
.

It is rather involved since we have considered general currents (127) which include both left and right chiral coupling
and we have allowed all species to be polarized. However we see immediately that if there are only left chiral couplings,
only the first term in this expression survives.

3. Polarisation of the collision term

The polarisation part of the collision term must be transverse. Let us introduce the projector operator

Hµ
ν ≡ δµν −m−2pµpν = −SµSν − εµ+ε− ν − ε

µ
−ε+ ν . (160)

The polarisation part of the collision term takes the general form

QµC[A] =
29

2Ea
g2K(Ha)

µ
ν

[
T νQ(Â, B̂,C,D)− T νQ(A,B, Ĉ, D̂)

]
, (161)
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where (Ha)
µ
ν is the projector for species a, that is orthogonally to pa, and where the Kernel for polarisation is

T νQ(A,B,C,D) ≡
{∑
r=±

(εacr )2(εbdr )2 [−(Sra · Irb )ν(Irc · Ird)] +
∑
r=±

(εacr )2(εbd−r)
2
[
−(Sra · I−rd )ν(Irc · I−rb )

]
(162)

+
∑
r=±

εac− ε
ac
+ (εbdr )2

[
(I0
a · Sc · Irb )Ir νd + (I0

a · Sc · Ird)Ir νb + (Irb · Ird)(Sc · I0
a)ν − (Irb · I0

a)(Sc · Ird)ν

−(Ird · I0
a)(Sc · Irb )ν + (Irb · I0

a)JcIr νd − (Ird · I0
a)JcIr νb + (Irb · Src · Ird)I−r νa

]
+
∑
r=±

εbd− ε
bd
+ (εacr )2

[
− (Sra · S−rb · S

r
d · Irc )ν − (Sra · Sd · Sb · Irc )ν +

1

2
[Sb · Sd](Sra · Irc )ν

]
+ εac− ε

ac
+ ε

bd
− ε

bd
+

[
− 2(Sd · Sb · Sc · I0

a)ν − 2(Sc · Sd · Sb · I0
a)ν − 2(Sc · Sb · Sd · I0

a)ν

−2(Sb · Sd · Sc · I0
a)ν + 2[Sb · Sd](Sc · I0

a)ν +MaQνaJb[Sc · Sd]−MaQνaJd[Sb · Sc]

+4MaQνaJbJcJd + 2JcJd(Sb · I0
a)ν − 2JcJb(Sd · I0

a)ν
]}

.

4. Particular case of a massless species a

Expression (162) is valid also for massless case but in that case it describes only the linear polarisation part. Hence,
the projector (Ha)

µ
ν must be replaced by the screen projector (Ha)

µ
ν [see Eq. (58)] since linear polarisation is

orthogonal to both pµ and uµ. That is the polarisation part of the collision term in the case the species a is massless
takes the form

T νQ(A,B,C,D) = T νQ (A,B,C,D) + TV (A,B,C,D)Sµ , (163)

and T νQ (A,B,C,D) is formally equal to the rhs of Eq. (162) up to this change of projector. In the massless case,
the circular polarisation part of the collision term has the structure

VC[A] =
29

2Ea
g2K

[
TV (Â, B̂,C,D)− TV (A,B, Ĉ, D̂)

]
, (164)

and the Kernel for circular polarisation is

λaTV (A,B,C,D) ≡
{∑
r=±

r (εacr )2(εbdr )2(Ira · Irb )(Irc · Ird) +
∑
r=±

r (εacr )2(εbd−r)
2(Ira · I−rd )(Irc · I−rb )

+
∑
r=±

r (εacr )2εbd+ ε
bd
−

[
− 1

2
(Ira · Irc )[Sb · Sd] + (Ira · Sb · Sd · Irc ) + (Irc · Sb · Sd · Ira)

+(Ira · Sd · Irc )Jb + (Irc · Sb · Ira)Jd − JbJd(Ira · Irc )
]}

.

It is possible to check that the purely circular polarisation part in the massive case, obtained from the projection along
the helicity vector (40) as −SµQµC[A] tends to VC[A] in the massless limit, showing the consistency of the expressions

obtained.

E. Crossing symmetries and charge conjugation

The effect of parity and charge conjugation has been investigated in § III E. When applied on the currents which
enter the interaction Hamiltonian (126), the transformation properties are found to be

CJµac(εac− , εac+ )C = Jµ?ac (εac+ , ε
ac
− ) (165a)

PJµac(εac− , εac+ )P = (−1)µ Jµac(ε
ac
+ , ε

ac
− ) , (165b)

where we used the compact notation (77). To be explicit both transformations interchange the role of εac− and εac+ .
The additional effect of parity is not relevant because in the general Hamiltonian currents are coupled together and
so ((−1)µ)2 = 1. The additional effect of charge conjugation is to add a complex conjugation. When there are no
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CP violating coupling matrices, such as CKM or PMNS matrices with complex phases, then this has also no effect.
Combining both P and C transformations leaves thus the Hamiltonian (126) invariant. CP invariance means that the
collision term for the reaction ā+ b̄↔ c̄+ d̄ can be either computed by applying the charge conjugation operator, or
by applying the parity operation which amounts to a simple interchange of εac− and εac+ .

When applying the charge conjugation operation on the collision term (146), it amounts simply to considering that
all quantities built from the distribution functions (such as I±µ , Sµν etc...) now should refer to the antiparticle species.

This means that the collision Kernels for the reaction ā + b̄ ↔ c̄ + d̄ are exactly the same except that the covariant
components of the antiparticles now enter its definition. That is for the collision term of species ā due to the process
ā+ b̄↔ c̄+ d̄, the Kernel for the intensity part of the collision is given by

TI(A,B,C,D) . (166)

And given the CP symmetry, it can be checked explicitly that this is exactly equivalent to the interchange εac− ↔ εac+

and εbd− ↔ εbd+ in TI(A,B,C,D). For instance a contribution of the form∑
r

(εacr )2(εbdr )2(Ira · Irb )(Irc · Ird) (167)

when considered for antiparticles is equivalent to the operation εac− ↔ εac+ and εbd− ↔ εbd+ because I±µ for a particle is

equal to I∓µ of the corresponding antiparticle.
Now that we have computed the collision term for a+ b↔ c+ d and deduced in the most straightforward manner

the one associated to ā+ b̄↔ c̄+ d̄, we can obtain all other related reactions by crossing symmetry. Let us for instance

consider the processes a↔ b̄+ c+ d. The part of the interaction Hamiltonian responsible for this process, Ha↔b̄+c+d
I

can be deduced from Ha+b↔c+d
I given in Eq. (138) by the replacement

bs → b̄†s , b†s → b̄s , us → vs , ūs → v̄s . (168)

From Eqs. (B2), we see that for the species b, the Pauli blocking operator of the particle species b, B̂rs, (resp the
number operator Brs) is replaced by number operator of the antiparticle species b̄, Brs, (resp. the Pauli blocking

operator B̂rs), which was expected since we have changed an initial state for a final state. The change from a particle
to an antiparticle is also expected and consistent with the contraction of the operators which is now made with vs
and v̄s instead of us and ūs when defining the associated spinor valued operators as in Eqs. (38). For instance the
intensity part due to the process a+ c̄↔ b̄+ d on the species a is

IC[A] =
29

2Ea
g2K

[
TI(Â,B, Ĉ,D)− TI(A, B̂,C, D̂)

]
, (169)

where we made clear with the barred notation that the covariant quantities related to the species b̄ and c̄ are those
of antiparticles. These rules for crossing symmetry apply as well for the polarisation part of the collision term.

F. Structure of the collision Kernels

Before applying these general results to particular examples corresponding to physical situations, let us comment
on the general structure of the collision terms.

• The intensity Kernel satisfies the property

TI(A,B,C,D) = TI(C,D,A,B) . (170)

Since the simple interaction (126) has a CP symmetry, then it must also have a T (time-reversal) symmetry to
ensure CPT symmetry and this is reflected by this relation. This property could also have been found from Eq.
(147).

• In the case where the species a whose collision term is considered is massless, the Kernel for the circular
polarisation (165) does not involve couplings of the left and right chiral coupling constants εac− and εac+ , since
there are no terms proportional to εac− ε

ac
+ . Furthermore, if no species is initially polarized (circularly or linearly),

then if the chiral coupling constants are equal (εac− = εac+ and εbd− = εbd+ ), the Kernel for circular polarisation
vanishes. A departure from a purely unpolarized state must be due to a difference between the left and right
chiral couplings in one of the currents.
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• In the massless limit it is also instructive to consider the particular case when one of the chiral couplings
constants εac− or εac+ vanishes, corresponding to either a purely left or purely right chiral coupling in the current
of the ac pair. In that case, we can focus on the purely left or purely right helicity part of the collision term by
considering

TI(A,B,C,D) ± λaTV (A,B,C,D) = (εac± )2(εbd± )2(I±a · I±b )(I±c · I±d ) + (εac± )2(εbd∓ )2(I±a · I∓d )(I±c · I∓b )

+ (εac± )2εbd+ ε
bd
−

[
− 1

2
(I±a · I±c )(Sb · Sd) + (I±a · Sb · Sd · I±c ) + (I±c · Sb · Sd · I±a )

+(I±a · Sd · I±c )Jb + (I±c · Sb · I±a )Jd − JbJd(I±a · I±c )
]
. (171)

If the species a is a particle λa = 1 (resp. an antiparticle λa = −1), and if εac+ = 0 (resp. εac− = 0), then this
expression means that only the left helicities Ia − Va are affected by the collision term (resp. only the right
helicities Ia + Va ) since the collision term for the opposite helicity cancels exactly. If the species a is also not
polarized linearly, then the linear polarisation part of the collision term vanishes as well under these assumptions.
Hence we recover that in the massless case, for interactions which have a definite chirality for a given species
and if the distribution of particles is maximally circularly polarized (I = V or I = −V ), then it remains so even
after interactions. The other helicity states can only be sourced if the interactions are not purely chiral (both
εac± 6= 0) or if the particles are massive. These results are explained by the direct identification between helicity
and chirality in the massless limit.

For instance at very high energies when we can consider that both neutrinos and electrons are massless, neutrinos
are only left chiral and antineutrinos are only right chiral and they remain so because the currents with which
they couple (122) and (118) are always purely left chiral, whereas for electrons both helicities are populated
since the neutral currents (119) involve left and right chiral coupling constants.

• This feature is a particular case of a more general feature of the collision term. Indeed, in § VI C, we have
commented on the fact that the collision term only affects one of the two spin indices in the distribution
function Ars. This means that a state with only positive helicities A++ (resp. A−−) either evolves under one
collision to A++ (resp. A−−), A−+ or A+−. And the two latter states can evolve toward A−− (resp. A++)
after a second collision. A distribution function which is fully circularly polarized (such that I = ±V ), that is
which is made only of helicity states of one kind, must first interact to generate linear polarisation and then
interact again to generate helicity states of the other kind. In the massless case and for the case εac+ = 0, given
that chirality is the same thing as helicity, then there is no transition possible from A−− to A−+ or A+− and
the distribution with purely left helicities remains so even after collisions.

VII. APPLICATION TO STANDARD REACTIONS

In practice the kernels for the collision term obtained in the previous section are far too general. Indeed, we
shall consider cases in which only one species is polarized or could be polarized by the collisions. For instance
when considering electrons, apart in certain circumstances, it is not useful to describe their polarisation state since
electromagnetic interactions will contribute to erase any polarisation. Furthermore at high energies compared to
the masses of neutrinos, it is reasonable to approximate the neutrinos as being massless. Under these two types of
simplifications (absence of polarisation or of mass for some species) the collision Kernels take simpler forms. Finally
for nearly all applications of interest, some chiral coupling constants vanish.

A. Processes involving 4 bodies

1. Muon decay

The muon decay is due to the interaction between the muon (µ−)/muon neutrino (νµ) charged current and the
electron (e−)/neutrino (ν) charged current. Furthermore it involves only left-chiral couplings. It thus corresponds to
the case

a = µ−, c = νµ, b = ν, d = e− , εac+ = εbd+ = 0 , εac− = εbd− = 1 , g =
GF√

2
. (172)
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We remind that for the decay reaction a↔ b̄+ c+ d, the collision term is deduced from the reaction a+ b↔ c+ d
by crossing symmetry. For instance from Eqs. (159) and (162), we deduce that the covariant parts of the collision
term are of the form

IC[A] =
28

2Ea
G2
FK

[
TI(Â,B,C,D)− TI(A, B̂, Ĉ, D̂)

]
(173a)

QµC[A] =
28

2Ea
G2
FK(Ha)

µ
ν

[
T νQ(Â,B,C,D)− T νQ(A, B̂, Ĉ, D̂)

]
(173b)

and where it is stressed by a barred notation that the covariant quantities related to the species a, c and d are those
of particles, and those for the species b̄ are those of antiparticles. The Kernels are the most simple ones and read

TI(A,B,C,D) = (I−a · I−b )(I−c · I−d ) (174a)

T νQ(A,B,C,D) = −(S−a · I−b )ν(I−c · I−d ) . (174b)

If we neglect the three body reactions, we need only to consider the scattering out processes which correspond to the
muon decay. Furthermore if all species are unpolarized, and if the density of species b, c, d is low enough such that we
can neglect their Pauli blocking effects, then the intensity part of the collision term becomes

IC[A](p) = − 32

Ea
G2
F Ia(p)

∫
[dpb][dpc][dpd](2π)4δ(4)(pd + pc − pb − p)(p · pb)(pc · pd) . (175)

As a check, the muon lifetime is recovered from this collision term evaluated at null spatial momentum of (p = 0)
thanks to the definition IC[A](p = 0) = dIa/dt(p = 0) ≡ −ΓaIa(p = 0). Using p · pb = maEb, the muon lifetime is
obtained as

Γa = 32G2
F

∫
[dpb][dpc][dpd](2π)4δ(3)(pd + pc − pb)δ(1)(Ed + Ec − Eb −ma)Eb (pc · pd) , (176)

and this is exactly the expression that would be obtained from the Fermi golden rule.

2. Muon annihilation on neutrinos (µ− + ν ↔ νµ + e−)

This reaction corresponds to the general case a+b↔ c+d for which the parameters are those of Eqs. (172). Again,
since the currents coupled are purely left chiral, the structure of the collision term is much more transparent than
the general case and illuminating. The covariant components of the collision term are the same as Eqs. (173) up to a
crossing symmetry. That is the intensity and polarisation parts are

IC[A] =
28

2Ea
G2
FK

[
TI(Â, B̂,C,D)− TI(A,B, Ĉ, D̂)

]
(177a)

QµC[A] =
28

2Ea
G2
FK(Ha)

µ
ν

[
T νQ(Â, B̂,C,D)− T νQ(A,B, Ĉ, D̂)

]
(177b)

with the Kernels (174). Let us comment on its structure.

• The circular polarisation part is extracted by evaluating −SµQµC[A]. In the case where we can consider the muon

massless (ma = 0) the circular polarisation part of the collision is such that

TI(A,B,C,D) + TV (A,B,C,D) = 0 (178a)

TI(A,B,C,D)− TV (A,B,C,D) = (I−a · I−b )(I−c · I−d ) (178b)

and this can also be seen from Eq. (171) applied to the special case (172). This means that if there are only left
helical muons (the distribution is maximally circularly polarised with I = −V so that I+

µ = 0), then it remains
so in the massless limit. Furthermore, if linear polarisation is not present, then the linear polarisation part of
(174b) also vanishes, meaning that no linear polarisation can be generated. To summarize, with only left chiral
interactions in the massless case, a distribution which has only left helicities remains entirely left chiral even
after interactions take place, as expected. This property has already been commented at the end of § VI F.
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• Since muons are not massless, we must still consider that interactions may generate linear polarisation. For
instance, in the case where all species a, b, c, d are unpolarized, we find (S−a · I−b )ν = −MaIaI− νb and collisions

generate polarisation with the source term proportional to the muon mass. Furthermore, since I− νb = Ibpνb and
the polarisation part of the collision term is proportional to (Ha)

µ
νp
ν
b , the induced polarisation is transverse to

pµa , the momentum of species b . Polarisation is generated in these collisions since the pure left-chiral interactions
are no longer entirely left-helical since the muons have a mass, and thus purely left chiral interactions are allowed
to change the helicity of states.

• Let us focus on the linear polarisation part of the collision term, still assuming that all species are initially
unpolarised. It is sufficient to consider the spatial components of (177b). Neglecting the Pauli blocking effects,
the part due to scattering in processes for the purely linear polarisation part of the collision term in the reaction
a+ b↔ c+ d has the structure

QiC[A](p) ∝ ma

∫
[dpc][dpd]

Eb
δ(Ec + Ed − E − Eb)(δij + p̂ip̂j)(p

j
c + pjd)Ic(pc)Id(pd)(pc · pd) . (179)

The integrals on momenta [dpc][dpd] can be separated into direction and magnitude. One integral on magnitude
(either |pc| or |pd|) can be used to remove the Dirac delta function on energies. Let us for simplicity ignore the
directional dependence in the factors (pc · pd) and 1/Eb. The integral on the direction p̂c of the factor pjcIc(pc)
selects by definition the dipolar contribution (` = 1 when expanded in spherical harmonics) of species c, and

similarly the integral on p̂d of the factor pjdId(pd) selects the dipolar part of species d. Furthermore the projection
operator (δij+p̂ip̂j) ensures that the linear polarisation generated has also exactly a dipolar structure (we remind
from § IV B that the angular expansion is performed with spin-±1 spherical harmonics). The reasoning is more
complex when correctly taking into account the directional dependence in (pc · pd) and 1/Eb but the conclusion
remains the same, and it is that we need a dipolar structure in the initial species c or d to create polarisation in
the massive particle a. This could also have been guessed from the angular decompositions of § IV B since linear
polarisation is decomposed in spin-±1 spherical harmonics, and these cannot have a monopole (` = m = 0).

• However, when the distributions have no dipolar structure (for instance as those of homogeneous cosmology),
nothing prevents circular polarisation to develop, since circular polarisation is expanded in standard spherical
harmonics. A different observer, that is an observer boosted with respect to the one which sees only purely
monopolar distributions, would see distributions with a dipolar structure, and thus would see that the collision
term produces linear polarisation. There is no contradiction because what appears as purely circular polarisation
for an observer, appears as both circular and linear polarisation for the boosted one. Only the total polarisation
Qµ is observer independent. In the massless case, both circular and linear polarisation are observer independent
separately, but as we have seen, linear polarisation is not generated, and for all observers only intensity and
circular polarisation are affected by collisions with the Kernels (178).

3. Neutron decay

The neutron decay is due to the coupling of the neutron (n)/proton (p) charged current and the neutrino/electron
charged current. While the latter is purely left chiral, the former has both chiral couplings due to the effective constant
gA defined in Eq. (123). Hence we must consider the case

a = n, c = p, b = ν, d = e− , εac+ =
1− gA

2
, εbd+ = 0 , εac− =

1 + gA
2

, εbd− = 1 , g =
GF cos θC√

2
. (180)

The neutron decay is deduced by crossing symmetry from the reaction n + ν ↔ p + e− (and so is the reaction
n+ e+ ↔ p+ ν̄). As in the muon decay, the covariant parts of the collision term are of the form (173), but now the
Kernels are slightly more complicated due to the non-vanishing εac+ . For instance the intensity part of the collision
term for the neutron decay takes the same form as (173a), with an extra CKM angle factor (cos θC)2, but with the
Kernel

TI(A,B,C,D) =

(
1 + gA

2

)2

(I−a · I−b )(I−c · I−d ) +

(
1− gA

2

)2

(I+
a · I−d )(I+

c · I−b ) (181)

+

(
1− g2

A

4

)(
− 1

2
(I−b · I

−
d )[Sa · Sc] + (I−b · Sa · Sc · I

−
d ) + (I−d · Sa · Sc · I

−
b )

+(I−b · Sc · I
−
d )Ja + (I−d · Sa · I

−
b )Jc − JaJc(I−b · I

−
d )
)
.
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If no species is polarized, the Kernel takes the simpler form

TI(A,B,C,D) = IaIbIcId

[(
1 + gA

2

)2

(pa · pb)(pc · pd) +

(
1− gA

2

)2

(pa · pd)(pb · pc) (182)

+

(
g2
A − 1

4

)
MaMc(pb · pd)

]
.

This form of the Kernel matches Eq. (3.25) of Ref. [23]. The life-time of the neutron at zero temperature (that is
when we can neglect the Pauli blocking factors), is obtained from the same method as for the lifetime of the muon
(176) and we get

Γa = 32(GF cos θC)2

∫
[dpb][dpc][dpd](2π)4δ(3)(pd + pc − pb)δ(1)(Ed + Ec − Eb −ma)

×

[(
1 + gA

2

)2

Eb (pc · pd) +

(
1− gA

2

)2

Ed(pb · pc) +

(
g2
A − 1

4

)
mc(pb · pd)

]
. (183)

It is customary to evaluate this decay rate in the infinite mass limit for the protons and neutrons, that is using the
rule

Ec = mc , pc · pd = mcEd , pb · pc = mcEb , pb · pd = EbEd − pb · pd . (184)

Integrating over the spatial momentum of the protons we obtain

Γa '
(GF cos θC)2

(2π)5

∫
d3pbd

3pdδ
(1)(Ed +mc − Eb −ma)

[
(1 + 3g2

A) + (1− g2
A)
pb · pd
EbEd

]
(185a)

' (1 + 3g2
A)

(GF cos θC)2

2π3

∫
|pd|Ed(Ed +mc −ma)2dEd , (185b)

where in the last step we have used that an integral on spatial momenta directions of pp · pd vanishes since it is odd,
and we have considered the neutrinos as being totally massless. Hence we recover the standard result for the neutron
decay in the V −A theory (see e.g. Refs. [11, 42–45]).

4. Big-bang nucleosynthesis reactions

We have already mentioned in § VI E that from the collision term for neutrons due to the reaction n+ ν ↔ p+ e−

we can deduce the neutron decay and n+ e+ ↔ p+ ν̄ thanks to crossing symmetry. To be complete, let us illustrate
the procedure to get all the collision terms for these four species, focusing on a few examples.

• In order to get the collision term for neutrinos, we must consider the reaction ν + n↔ e− + p, that is we must
consider

a = ν, c = e−, b = n, d = p , εbd+ =
1− gA

2
, εac+ = 0 , εbd− =

1 + gA
2

, εac− = 1 , g =
GF cos θC√

2
.

(186)

• In order to get the collision term for electrons we must consider the reaction e− + p↔ ν + n, that is the case

a = e−, c = ν, b = p, d = n , εbd+ =
1− gA

2
, εac+ = 0 , εbd− =

1 + gA
2

, εac− = 1 , g =
GF cos θC√

2
.

(187)

• In order to get the collision term for antineutrinos which is due to the reaction ν̄+p↔ e+ +n, we must consider
the reaction ν̄ + n̄ ↔ e+ + p̄ and deduce the former by crossing symmetry as explained in § VI E. This means
that we consider the case

a = ν̄, c = e+, b = n, d = p , εbd+ =
1− gA

2
, εac+ = 0 , εbd− =

1 + gA
2

, εac− = 1 , g =
GF cos θC√

2
.

(188)
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In all these case, there is a polarisation component in the collision term. Its detailed expression is more complex
than Eq. (174b) because the couplings are not purely left chiral but the general structure remains the same. Circular
polarisation is generated in all cases, and linear polarisation is generated if the distribution functions of the interacting
species have some dipolar distribution. Since the electron/neutrino current is still purely left chiral, then if these
were the only interactions, the electrons and neutrinos would develop circular polarisation. If this is certainly the
case for massless neutrinos, which develop maximal circular polarisation, this would not be the case for electrons
which have both right and chiral couplings thanks to neutral current interactions, and also more importantly due to
electromagnetic interactions which are far stronger in general and would erase any type of polarisation.

All the four-body reactions related to the neutron beta decay are gathered in Table 2.

Reaction Particles names Chiral couplings 2−7G−2
F E IC[A] = K×

n+ ν ↔ p+ e− a+ b↔ c+ d εac− = (1+gA)
2

εac+ = (1−gA)
2

εbd− = 1 εbd+ = 0 TI(Â, B̂,C,D)− TI(A,B, Ĉ, D̂)

p+ e− ↔ n+ ν a+ b↔ c+ d εac− = (1+gA)
2

εac+ = (1−gA)
2

εbd− = 1 εbd+ = 0 TI(Â, B̂,C,D)− TI(A,B, Ĉ, D̂)

ν + n↔ e− + p a+ b↔ c+ d εbd− = (1+gA)
2

εbd+ = (1−gA)
2

εac− = 1 εac+ = 0 TI(Â, B̂,C,D)− TI(A,B, Ĉ, D̂)

e− + p↔ ν + n a+ b↔ c+ d εbd− = (1+gA)
2

εbd+ = (1−gA)
2

εac− = 1 εac+ = 0 TI(Â, B̂,C,D)− TI(A,B, Ĉ, D̂)

n+ e+ ↔ p+ ν̄ a+ d̄↔ c+ b̄ εac− = (1+gA)
2

εac+ = (1−gA)
2

εbd− = 1 εbd+ = 0 TI(Â,B,C, D̂)− TI(A, B̂, Ĉ,D)

p+ ν̄ ↔ n+ e+ a+ d̄↔ c+ b̄ εac− = (1+gA)
2

εac+ = (1−gA)
2

εbd− = 1 εbd+ = 0 TI(Â,B,C, D̂)− TI(A, B̂, Ĉ,D)

e+ + n↔ ν̄ + p a+ d̄↔ c+ b̄ εbd− = (1+gA)
2

εbd+ = (1−gA)
2

εac− = 1 εac+ = 0 TI(Â,B,C, D̂)− TI(A, B̂, Ĉ,D)

ν̄ + p↔ e+ + n a+ d̄↔ c+ b̄ εbd− = (1+gA)
2

εbd+ = (1−gA)
2

εac− = 1 εac+ = 0 TI(Â,B,C, D̂)− TI(A, B̂, Ĉ,D)

n↔ ν̄ + p+ e− a↔ b̄+ c+ d εac− = (1+gA)
2

εac+ = (1−gA)
2

εbd− = 1 εbd+ = 0 TI(Â,B,C,D)− TI(A, B̂, Ĉ, D̂)

FIG. 2: Main four-body reactions related to the neutron beta decay. The general intensity Kernel TI is given in § VI D by Eq.
(159). The polarisation part of the collision term QµC[A] is obtained by using instead Ha

µ
νT νQ , where the Kernel for polarisation

is given in the general case by Eq. (162). If species a is massless, one must distinguish between the purely linear polarisation
part and the circular polarisation part of the collision term as explained in § VI D 4. In all cases, the collision term is the
one of particle a or antiparticle ā. In the arguments of the Kernels, we have either particles or antiparticles operators, and in
the latter cases we use a barred notation to stress that the associated covariant components (I±µ , Sµν etc...) which enter the
expression of the Kernel are those of antiparticles. Furthermore for final states, operators are indicated with a hatted notation,
since we must take the Pauli blocking forms, that is the hatted forms, of the covariant components defined in § VI D.

B. Processes involving 2 bodies

There are in general two types of 2-bodies interactions. Either reactions of thermalisation of the type a+ b↔ a+ b
or annihilation reactions which enforce chemical equilibrium such as a + ā ↔ b + b̄ [9]. As analyzed in § VI E, using
crossing symmetry one can deduce the latter from the former. Additionally all cases can be reduced to the interaction
of neutral currents with a simple Fierz reordering as in Eq. (124). The two-body process can thus be considered as
special cases of the 4-body processes for which

c = a , d = b , (189)

and the interaction Hamiltonian due to neutral current takes the form

HI = −LI = gJaaµ Jµbb , g = 2
GF√

2
. (190)

This extra factor 2 in the coupling constant g can be viewed as the contribution of the complex conjugated terms in
Eq. (126). The general derivation of the collision term follows the same general steps as in § VI C. However Eq. (141)
is modified since operators of species c and a do not trivially commute as they are the same species and similarly for
species b and d. We must instead use

〈[M, [M, Ass′ ]]〉 ≡M?
αβ→γ′ δ′Mα′ β′→γ δ〈[b†βbδ′a

†
αaγ′ , b

†
δbβ′ [a

†
γaα′ , a

†
sas′ ]]〉 , (191)
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〈[b†βbδ′a
†
αaγ′ , b

†
δbβ′ [a

†
γaα′ , a

†
sas′ ]]〉 = 〈[Bβδ′Aαγ′ , Bδβ′(Aγs′δsα′ −Asα′δγs′)〉 (192)

= 〈
{

(Bββ′B̂δδ′ +Bβδ′Bδβ′)
[
(Aαs′Âγγ′ +Aαγ′Aγs′)δsα′ − (Aαα′Âsγ′ +Aαγ′Asα′)δγs′

]
−(Bδδ′B̂ββ′ +Bβδ′Bδβ′)

[
(Aγγ′Âαs′ +Aαγ′Aγs′)δsα′ − (Asγ′Âαα′ +Aαγ′Asα′)δγs′

]}
〉 ,

where for the first equality we have use property (B6) and for the second line we have used the property (30). The
difference lies in the fact that there are additional terms with distribution functions such as Bβδ′ , Bδβ′ or Aαγ′ , that
is such that indices are not pairs αs′, sα′, ββ′, γγ′ or δδ′ as in Eq. (143). However, when taking the expectation in
the quantum state this introduces Dirac delta functions [from Eq. (1)], and for these types of terms it corresponds
to a process where the momenta of species a and b between the initial and final state are unchanged, that is to
processes where there is no momentum exchange at all. It is expected that these processes should be irrelevant and
that scattering out and scattering in processes due to these terms cancel identically. We conclude that the analysis of
§ VI C, and the general features of the collision term we have subsequently highlighted, can be completely transposed
for the two-body processes, provided we use (189). In order to give concrete example we apply it to some two-body
interactions mediated by weak interactions.

1. neutrino/muon neutrino scattering

The interactions between neutrinos of different types (e.g. electronic neutrinos and muonic neutrinos) are only due
to neutral currents with a pure left chiral coupling. The effect of the reaction ν + νµ ↔ ν + νµ thus corresponds to
the case

a = ν , b = νµ , c = ν , d = νµ , εac− = εbd− = eν− =
1

2
, εac+ = εbd+ = 0 , g = 2

GF√
2
. (193)

If we cannot neglect the masses of neutrinos, then the covariant parts of the collision term take the form

IC[A] =
210

2Ea
G2
FK

[
TI(Â, B̂,C,D)− TI(A,B, Ĉ, D̂)

]
(194a)

QµC[A] =
210

2Ea
G2
FK(Ha)

µ
ν

[
T νQ(Â, B̂,C,D)− T νQ(A,B, Ĉ, D̂)

]
(194b)

where the Kernels are 1/24 times those of the muon decay (174), that is

TI(A,B,C,D) =
1

24
(I−a · I−b )(I−c · I−d ) (195a)

T νQ(A,B,C,D) = − 1

24
(S−a · I−b )ν(I−c · I−d ) . (195b)

If we can consider that the electronic neutrinos are massless, then we must also consider the collision term for circular
polarisation since Eq. (194b) only applies to the linear polarisation part when the projector (Ha)

µ
ν is replaced by

the screen projector (Ha)
µ
ν . The circular polarisation part of the collision term reads simply

λaVC[A] =
210

2Ea
G2
FK

[
TV (Â, B̂,C,D)− TV (A,B, Ĉ, D̂)

]
(196)

TV (A,B,C,D) = − 1

24
(I−a · I−b )(I−c · I−d ) . (197)

The effect of the reaction ν + ν̄µ ↔ ν + ν̄µ, which in our general notation is a+ d̄↔ c+ b̄, is obtained by a simple
crossing symmetry. For instance the intensity part of the Kernel would be for that process

IC[A] =
210

2Ea
G2
FK

[
TI(Â,B,C, D̂)− TI(A, B̂, Ĉ,D)

]
, (198)

where we emphasized again with a barred notation that the covariant components of antiparticles are those of an-
tiparticles.
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For completeness, we must stress again that the effect of antineutrino-muonic antineutrino reactions (ν̄+ν̄µ ↔ ν̄+ν̄µ)
on antineutrinos is obtained by charge conjugation, that is by considering the case

a = ν̄ , b = ν̄µ , c = ν̄ , d = ν̄µ , εac− = εbd− = eν− =
1

2
, εac+ = εbd+ = 0 , g = 2

GF√
2
. (199)

This means that the collision term takes the same form as Eqs. (194) but where all covariant components should now
refer to antiparticle species. For instance the intensity part takes the form

IC[A] =
210

2Ea
G2
FK

[
TI(Â, B̂,C,D)− TI(A,B, Ĉ, D̂)

]
. (200)

The effect of the process ν̄ + νµ ↔ ν̄ + νµ is then obtained by a crossing symmetry as in § VI E.

2. neutrino/neutrino scattering

Neutrino-neutrino scattering (ν+ ν ↔ ν+ ν) and neutrino-antineutrino scattering (ν+ ν̄ ↔ ν+ ν̄) are special cases
of the previous electronic neutrino-muonic neutrino scattering but there are a few crucial differences in the derivation
of the collision term.

Let us focus first on neutrino autointeractions. It could be viewed as a special case of Eq. (193) in which a = b =
ν = c = d. but with two differences. First when examining Eqs. (116) and (117) we realize that this would require

to consider g = GF /
√

2 which is half of the valued used for the interaction between two different species of neutrinos.
Since HI enters as a square, this is a reduction by factor 4. Furthermore, when species a and b are the same species,
in the the first line of Eq. (192) we must now use

[a†δaβ′a
†
γaα′ , a

†
sas′ ] = Aδβ′Aγs′δsα′ +Aδs′Aγα′δsβ′ −Aδβ′Asα′δγs′ −Asβ′Aγα′δδs′ , (201)

that is at this stage of the computation we have twice as many terms and this can be seen as a consequence from
the fact that the initial particles are the same [46]. Computing the equivalent of the second line of Eq. (192), using
property (30) we find four times more physical terms, which correspond to the product of two allowed pairings in
initial states and two in final states. For instance, eliminating the non-physical processes, we find the contribution

〈Aβδ′Aαγ′Aδβ′Aγs′〉δsα′ = (〈Aββ′〉〈Aαs′〉+ 〈Aβs′〉〈Aαβ′〉)(〈Âαδ′〉〈Âγβ′〉+ 〈Âαβ′〉〈Âγδ′〉)δsα′ . (202)

This factor 4 can also be viewed as the fact that we now have two Feynmann diagrams which add coherently [47].
Taking all factors into account at the level of the collision term [1/4 because the coupling constant g is reduced by
half, an extra factor 2 in the first line of Eq. (192) and an extra 4 in the second line of (192)], we end up with an
enhancement by a factor 2 compared to neutrino scattering between two different flavors of neutrinos.

Let us focus now on the case of neutrinos scattering on antineutrinos of the same flavor. Again since it comes from
the autointeraction of a neutrino flavor neutral current, the coupling constant is also g = GF /

√
2, that is reduced by

a factor 2 compared to scattering between neutrinos and antineutrinos of different flavors. However, when computing
in details the terms which contribute to the Hamiltonian for such process we find 4 terms instead of one. Indeed
we recover a double product, so we recover the factor 2 which was initially lost. But we also get twice more terms
because there are two Feynmann diagrams for the process (see graphs (a) and (c) of [47]). And with a simple Fierz
reordering, which is possible because neutrinos interact with a purely left chiral coupling, they add up coherently.
Taking all these factors into account, the interaction Hamiltonian is enhanced by a factor 2 compared to interactions
between neutrinos and antineutrinos of different flavors, resulting in a factor 4 enhancement of the collision term.

To summarize, when considering interactions between neutrinos (ν + ν ↔ ν + ν) one must consider the two-body
case (193) in the particular case a = b = c = d = ν and multiply the result by a factor 2 (this point was omitted in
Ref. [48]). And when considering interactions between neutrinos and antineutrinos of the same flavor (ν+ ν̄ ↔ ν+ ν̄)
one must consider the two-body interaction in the particular case a = c = ν, b = d = ν̄ and multiply the result by
a factor 4 in agreement with Ref. [46]. In particular, a simple crossing symmetry allows to get the former reactions
ν + ν ↔ ν + ν from the ν + ν̄ ↔ ν + ν̄ only up to a factor 1/2. We can interpret this reduction by a factor two using
the fact that outgoing particles are identical and one must not double count the outgoing states.

3. neutrino/electron scattering

Contrary to neutrino-neutrino scattering, electron-neutrino scattering is due to both charged and neutral currents.
However the Fierz reordering reduces the problem to an interaction of neutral currents with modified chiral couplings.
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Using Eqs. (120) and (125), the effect of ν + e− ↔ ν + e− on neutrinos corresponds to the case

a = c = ν , b = d = e− , εbd− = εe− + 1 , εbd+ = εe+ , εac− = eν− =
1

2
, εac+ = 0 , g = 2

GF√
2
. (203)

The effect of ν + e+ ↔ ν + e+ is obtained by a crossing symmetry. The effect of ν̄ + e+ ↔ ν̄ + e+ on antineutrinos is
obtained from charge conjugation of (203), that is it corresponds to the case

a = c = ν̄ , b = d = e+ , εbd− = εe− + 1 , εbd+ = εe+ , εac− = eν− =
1

2
, εac+ = 0 , g = 2

GF√
2
, (204)

and the effect of ν̄ + e− ↔ ν̄ + e− is obtained from symmetry crossing.
From the electrons perspective, the effect of the e− + ν ↔ e− + ν on electrons corresponds to the case

b = d = ν , a = c = e− , εac− = εe− + 1 , εac+ = εe+ , εbd− = eν− =
1

2
, εbd+ = 0 , g = 2

GF√
2
. (205)

and again all other reactions can be obtained from crossing symmetry or charge conjugation as in § VI E.
In all these cases, the generation of linear polarisation has the general form (179). Hence the general conditions to

generated polarisation for a given species through two-body interactions are the same. The species under consideration
must be massive, and a dipolar structure must be present in either of the two interacting species. For neutrinos, linear
polarisation is poorly generated because of their tiny mass and the ratio of the linear polarisation part to the intensity
part of the collision term is typically of order mν/Eν . However circular polarisation develops to favor left helicities.
For electrons, a linear polarisation can develop, but it is generically erased by the scattering out contributions of
the more efficient electromagnetic interactions of the type e− + e− ↔ e− + e−. Only in some special situations it is
necessary to describe correctly the polarisation state of fermions.

Finally, we can check that in the unpolarized case, these results for neutrino/electrons interaction and those for
neutrino/neutrinos interactions obtained in § VII B 1 and VII B 2 are exactly the results of Ref. [13]. However note
that as mentionned in this reference, there is a typo in the annihilation of neutrino and antineutrinos into electrons
and positron in tables 1 and 2 of [46], and thus Tables 1.5 and 1.6 of [49]. The process described in these tables should
be of the form ν + ν̄ ↔ e− + e+ and not ν + ν̄ ↔ e+ + e−. Up to this typographical correction our results agree also
in the unpolarized case with Refs. [46, 49] and we gather all reactions in Table 3.

Reaction Particles names Chiral couplings 2−9G−2
F E IC[A] = K×

ν + νµ ↔ ν + νµ a+ b↔ c+ d εac− = 1
2

εac+ = 0 εbd− = 1
2

εbd+ = 0 TI(Â, B̂,C,D)− TI(A,B, Ĉ, D̂)

ν + ν̄µ ↔ ν + ν̄µ a+ d̄↔ c+ b̄ εac− = 1
2

εac+ = 0 εbd− = 1
2

εbd+ = 0 TI(Â,B,C, D̂)− TI(A, B̂, Ĉ,D)

ν + ν̄ ↔ ν̄µ + νµ a+ c̄↔ b̄+ d εac− = 1
2

εac+ = 0 εbd− = 1
2

εbd+ = 0 TI(Â,B, Ĉ,D)− TI(A, B̂,C, D̂)

ν + ν ↔ ν + ν a+ b↔ c+ d εac− = 1
2

εac+ = 0 εbd− = 1
2

εbd+ = 0 2
[
TI(Â, B̂,C,D)− TI(A,B, Ĉ, D̂)

]
ν + ν̄ ↔ ν + ν̄ a+ d̄↔ c+ b̄ εac− = 1

2
εac+ = 0 εbd− = 1

2
εbd+ = 0 4

[
TI(Â,B,C, D̂)− TI(A, B̂, Ĉ,D)

]
ν + e− ↔ ν + e− a+ b↔ c+ d εac− = 1

2
εac+ = 0 εbd− = εe− + 1 εbd+ = εe+ TI(Â, B̂,C,D)− TI(A,B, Ĉ, D̂)

ν + e+ ↔ ν + e+ a+ d̄↔ c+ b̄ εac− = 1
2

εac+ = 0 εbd− = εe− + 1 εbd+ = εe+ TI(Â,B,C, D̂)− TI(A, B̂, Ĉ,D)

ν + ν̄ ↔ e+ + e− a+ c̄↔ b̄+ d εac− = 1
2

εac+ = 0 εbd− = εe− + 1 εbd+ = εe+ TI(Â,B, Ĉ,D)− TI(A, B̂,C, D̂)

FIG. 3: Main two-body reactions for the collision term of neutrinos. See Table 2 for more details about the notation. The
electronic neutrino is noted ν and the muonic neutrino is noted νµ. Similar reactions for antineutrinos can be deduced with a
global charge conjugation on all these reactions, and thus on all the collision Kernels.

C. Majorana neutrinos

In the case where we cannot neglect the mass of neutrinos, there are two possibilities.
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• Either the neutrinos are Dirac particles, as we have implicitly assumed so far, and right helicity states are
usually underpopulated because the linear polarisation collision term is reduced a factor mν/Eν compared to
the intensity part of the collision term. Furthermore to populate the right helicity states (f++) one needs
another interaction, according to the structure described at the end of § VI F and this is also reduced by a factor
mν/Eν . To a good approximation the quantum neutrino field is excited only in left helicity particles and right
helicity antiparticles and the distribution can be considered as being maximally circularly polarized (I = −V
for the neutrinos and I = V for the antineutrinos).

• Another possibility is that neutrinos are Majorana particles. In that case they are their own antiparticles. The
quantum field (8) is modified by replacing ā†s with a†s [20, 50] and consequently in the interaction Hamiltonian
we also replace ās by as. From Eq. (165a) and using that for a neutral current Jµ?aa = Jµaa we see that for a
Majorana particle, the effect is that both left and right chiral couplings must be equal in the associated neutral
current. That is we must consider that for Majorana neutrinos

εaa− = εaa+ = eν− =
1

2
. (206)

This can be seen more directly by noting from Eqs. (81) and (84) that

v̄rγ
µ(1− γ5)vs = ūsγ

µ(1+ γ5)ur . (207)

Hence, the collision term for Majorana neutrinos interacting with electrons or positrons are not just the sum
of the collision terms of Dirac neutrinos and Dirac antineutrinos. Thanks to CP symmetry, we know already
(see § VI E) that the collision term of Dirac antineutrinos can be viewed as a collision term for neutrinos with
εac+ = 1/2 and εac− = 0. The interaction of Majorana neutrinos with electrons corresponds to

a = c = ν b = d = e− , εac+ = εac− = eν− =
1

2
, εbd− = εe− + 1 , εbd+ = εe+ , g = 2

GF√
2
. (208)

Terms proportional to (εac− )2 (resp. (εac+ )2) are those encountered for Dirac neutrinos (resp. Dirac antineutrinos),
and terms proportional to εac− ε

ac
+ are characteristic of the Majorana nature.

In the case where neutrinos are of Majorana type but massless (ma = mc = 0), then if they are not linearly
polarized, that is if there is no mixing between their Dirac neutrino and Dirac antineutrino nature (Sµνa =
Sµνc = 0), then from Eq. (162) we check that this remains the case. Furthermore in the intensity part of the
collision term (159), the interference terms proportional to εac− ε

ac
+ also vanish and their Majorana nature has

no physical effect. Finally, still assuming massless Majorana neutrinos interacting with electrons, the circular
polarisation part of the collision term (165) remains null if the distribution is initially not polarized, that is
if there are as many Dirac neutrinos as Dirac antineutrinos. These conclusions are of course similar when
considering interactions with positrons or even autointeractions between neutrinos. To conclude, we recover
that in the massless case there is no experiment which can distinguish between Dirac and Majorana neutrinos.

Conclusion

We have shown that the statistical description of fermions is based on a scalar function, the intensity I, and
a polarisation vector Qµ which are both observer independent. The latter encompasses both linear and circular
polarisation, but these concepts are observer dependent except in the massless case.

The proper identification of the covariant components I and Qµ allows to extend the statistical description of
fermions to curved space-times, and they should be considered as functions of the position in space-time and of particle
momentum. Hence this approach is more general than the more usual description based solely on the distribution
functions frs which is restricted to a Minkowski spacetime, and which requires to consider a given observer to define
the helicity states. The connection between these two possible descriptions is made using the spinor valued operator
(38) and its decomposition (48) which is a central result of this article.

We then derive a classical Boltzmann equation for the covariant components and we show in the case of weak
interactions that all collision terms are expressed in terms of I and Qµ. We compute the general collision terms for
neutron beta decay and related processes (results gathered in Table 2), and the collision terms for neutrino two-body
interactions with other neutrinos or with electrons (results gathered in Table 3), for which we recover the standard
results of literature when polarisation is ignored.

The formalism used for the statistical description of fermions is reminiscent of the double projected tensor used
to describe photons. However, since linear polarisation for fermions is expanded in spin-1 spherical harmonics, it is
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generically sourced by distributions with at least a dipolar structure, whereas for photons, linear polarisation is sourced
by distribution with at least a quadrupolar dependence as it is expanded in spin-2 spherical harmonics. Furthermore,
a second difference is that linear polarisation of fermions is not sourced by the charged current and neutral current
couplings if the particle considered is massless.

This difference between fermions and photons can also be understood independently by analyzing the underlying
spin structure of the number operators. Since we have combined two spin 1/2 operators in the number operator
of fermions and in their distribution function, it is expected that a spin 1 quantity is involved in the statistical
description, and this role is played by the linear polarisation Qµ. If fermions are massless, the parallel transport of
linear polarisation described by the Liouville equation (92) is in all ways similar to the transport of photon polarisation
in the eikonal approximation of a light beam. Similarly, when performing the statistical description of photons, we
combine two spin-1 quantities in the number operator, hence a spin-2 quantity arises as the linear polarisation tensor
T̄µν [see Appendix. A]. It is no surprise that the description of linear polarisation for a gas of photons is similar to the
description of gravitational waves in the eikonal approximation [51]. If in a quantum theory of gravitation, we were
to describe statistically the gravitons which are spin-2 particles, we would surely find that their linear polarisation is
described by a spin-4 quantity.

In the bosonic case (e.g. for photons) it is known that polarisation is related to the quadrupole moments, but these
are typically suppressed in thermal equilibrium. For fermions, polarisation can be generated in thermal equilibrium
as it is related to the dipoles and monopoles which cannot be suppressed. We find that both, circular polarisation
and linear polarisation appear naturally.

Finally, we stress that flavor and flavor oscillations can also be described in this formalism, hence it can be used
to compute the dynamical evolution of one-particle distribution functions in various contexts, provided the molecular
chaos assumption and the classical statistical description hold. However in most cases, linear polarisation is either
erased by scattering out processes (e.g. for electrons) or poorly generated (for small mass neutrinos) and the usual
approach based only on the intensity I is sufficient.
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Appendix A: Statistical description for vector bosons

The procedure to build distribution functions is very similar and much simpler for vector bosons. Indeed one starts
by considering the number operator (21) and the associated distribution function frs(p) defined by Eq. (22), but this
time with creation and annihilation operators associated with bosons, and which satisfy commutation rules instead
of anticommutation rules.

In the Lorentz gauge, for a given momentum pµ (and given an observer uµ identified with the time-like vector [e0]µ

of a tetrad), a polarisation basis is given by the three vectors

εµ0 (p) ≡ Sµ , εµ−(p) , εµ+(p) . (A1)

which are all unit vectors, mutually orthogonal and transverse to pµ. A quantum vector field is expanded as

ψ(p) =
∑

s=−1,0,1

∫
[dp]

[
eip·xa†s(p)ε?µs (p) + e−ip·xas(p)εµs (p)

]
(A2)

and the quantities which transform like (63), but with the vector representation D(Λ) = Λ, are∑
s=−1,0,1

asε
µ
s ,

∑
s=−1,0,1

a†sε
?µ
s . (A3)

A covariant distribution tensor is thus directly obtained by considering

fµν(p) ≡
∑

r,s=−1,0,1

frs(p)ε
?µ
r (p)ενs (p) , (A4)

http://www.xact.es
http://www.xact.es
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and by construction it is transverse (fµνp
ν = fµνp

µ = 0). Since the spin indices refer to the representation of the
rotation group SU(2), for vector bosons the spin indices −1, 0, 1 correspond to the irreducible representation 3, and the
distribution function lives in the (reducible) representation 3⊗ 3. By decomposing fµν in antisymmetric, symmetric
traceless, and trace part as

fµν(p) =
1

2
Tµν(p)− i

2m
pλελµνσV

σ(p)− 1

3
⊥µν I(p) , ⊥µν≡ ηµν −

pµpν
m2

, (A5)

where Tµν = T(µν), and with the transverse conditions Tµνp
µ = 0 and Vµp

µ = 0, we have decomposed it in irreducible
components as 3 ⊗ 3 = 5 ⊕ 3 ⊕ 1. We recall that the irreducible representations 2` + 1 of the rotation group are
spatial symmetric traceless tensor of rank ` [28], which here are Tµν , Vµ and I.

In order to further decompose the angular dependence, that is the dependence in the direction of the spatial
momentum p̂i, we decompose it according to the sub-representation of the rotation group SO(2) around the helicity
direction Sµ according to

Tµν = T̄

(
SµSν +

1

3
⊥µν

)
+ 2S(µT̄ν) + T̄µν , Vµ = V Sµ + V̄µ . (A6a)

The decomposition in spherical harmonics or spin-weighted spherical harmonics is then

I = f++ + f00 + f−− , I =
∑
`m

I`m(|p|)Y`m(p̂) (A7a)

V = f++ − f−− , V =
∑
`m

V`m(|p|)Y`m(p̂) (A7b)

V̄ µ = V̄ +εµ+ + V̄ −εµ− , V̄ + = f−0 − f0+ , V̄ − = f0− − f+0 , V̄ ± =
∑
`m

V̄ ±`m(|p|)Y ±`m(p̂) (A7c)

T̄ = 2f00 − (f++ + f−−) , T̄ =
∑
`m

T̄`m(|p|)Y`m(p̂) (A7d)

T̄µ = T̄+εµ+ + T̄−εµ− , T̄± = f0± + f∓0 , T̄± =
∑
`m

T̄±`m(|p|)Y ±`m(p̂) (A7e)

T̄µν = T̄++εµ+ε
ν
+ + T̄−−εµ−ε

ν
− , T̄±± = 2f∓± , T̄±± =

∑
`m

T̄±±`m (|p|)Y ±2
`m (p̂) . (A7f)

If the boson vector is massless, as it is the case for photons, then the null-helicity states are not populated because they
are not physical so f00 = f0± = f±0 = 0, such that T̄ = −I, T̄± = V̄ ± = 0. For a given observer with four-velocity
uµ, and using the spatial momentum direction vector (p̂0 = 0, p̂i = pi/|p|) seen by this observer, the decomposition
of the distribution tensor has only four degrees of freedom and reads

fµν(p) =
1

2

[
T̄µν(p)−HµνI(p)− i(uλελµνσp̂

σ)V (p)
]
. (A8)

I = f++ + f−−, V = f++ − f−− and T̄±± ≡ Q ± iU = 2f∓± are the usual Stokes parameters6 corresponding to
intensity, circular polarisation and linear polarisation. In that case, the distribution tensor is doubly transverse, that
is transverse to the momentum pµ and also to the observer velocity uµ. In the eθ, eφ basis its components are the
Hermitian 2× 2 matrix [16, 30, 52]

1

2

(
I +Q U − iV

U + iV I −Q

)
. (A9)

This structure can also be understood from the fact that when considering the massless representation of the Poincaré
group, the little group is no more SO(3) but ISO(2) [24] so the spin structure is classified according to SO(2) ' U(1).
Hence the number operator and thus the distribution function frs correspond to the tensor product 21⊗21 (in terms

6 It is sometimes customary in the cosmic microwave background context to define the distribution function as [30] fCMB
r s ≡ f−r s.

Accordingly, the tensor valued function (A4) is defined as fµν =
∑
rs f

CMB
rs εµr ε

ν
s . With this definition the Stokes parameters are

I ≡ fCMB
−+ + fCMB

+− , V ≡ fCMB
−+ − fCMB

+− and Q± iU ≡ 2fCMB
±± .
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of representations of SO(2)) and the latter is decomposed in irreducible representations of SO(2) as 22⊕1⊕1 where
21 (resp. 22) is the spin-1 (resp. spin-2) representation of SO(2). In practice and for the physical consequences,
the main difference with massless fermions is that linear polarisation is expanded in spin-±2 spherical harmonics [52]
for massless vector bosons whereas we use spin-±1 spherical harmonics for fermions. For massless bosons, linear
polarisation is thus sourced by quadrupolar distributions at least (spin-±2 spherical harmonics have no monopole
nor dipole) whereas for fermions it is sourced by dipolar distributions at least (spin-±1 spherical harmonics have
no monopole). Finally, just as the collision term for fermions is built out of the covariant parts I and Qµ, collision
terms involving photons are in general built from the double transverse tensor (A8), see e.g. the case of Compton
interactions in Refs. [17, 53].

Note also that in all derivations involving bosons, the Pauli blocking operators are everywhere replaced by stimulated

emission operators. Adopting the notation N̂rs ≡ δrs + Nrs, for the stimulated emission operators, the properties
(30) and (B4), which are central in the derivation of the collision term, remain true for bosons. Hence the collision
term involving vector bosons, or fermions and bosons, are still formally given by an expression such as (144), see e.g.
Eq. (39) of Ref. [33].

Appendix B: Commutation dictionary

We remind the compact notation with multi-indices which for a particle species a is

Aαα′ = Nsαs′α(pα, p
′
α) = a†sα(pα)as′α(p′α) δαα′ = δK

sαs′α
δ(pα − p′α) . (B1)

From anticommuting rules (9) we get

aα′a
†
α = (δαα′ −Aαα′) ≡ Âαα′ a†αaα′ = Aαα′ . (B2)

These basic rules are used to express the results in terms either of the number operator or of the Pauli blocking
operator, and since different species commute we can use for instance

aα′bβ′cγ′d
†
δa
†
αb
†
βc
†
γdδ′ = Âαα′B̂ββ′Ĉγγ′Dδδ′ . (B3)

It is then immediate to obtain commutators of the form

[aα′bβ′ , a
†
αb
†
β ] = Âαα′B̂ββ′ −Aαα′Bββ′ (B4a)

[aα′bβ′cγ′dδ′ , a
†
αb
†
βc
†
γd
†
δ] = Âαα′B̂ββ′Ĉγγ′D̂δδ′ −Aαα′Bββ′Cγγ′Dδδ′ . (B4b)

For commutators involving strictly more than two operators associated with a given species, we need the commutation
rules

[a1, A23] = δ12a3 [a†1, A23] = −δ13a
†
2 (B5)

[A12, A34] = A14δ23 −A32δ14 , [A12A34, A56] = A12(A36δ54 −A54δ36) +A34(A16δ52 −A52δ16) (B6)

where here 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 represent multi-indices.

Appendix C: Trace technology

The traces of products of γµ operators can be found recursively and are non-vanishing only when there is an even
number of these operators. Using the identity valid for even n

1

2
{γµ1 , γµ2 . . . γµn} =

n∑
i=2

(−1)igµ1µiγµ1 . . . γµi−1γµi+1 . . . γµn , (C1)

and the cyclicity of the trace, the first few recursions are

Tµν ≡ Tr[γµγν ] = 4gµν (C2a)

Tµνρσ ≡ Tr[γµγνγργσ] = gµνT ρσ − gµρT νσ + gµσT νρ = 4 (gµνgρσ + gµσgνρ − gµρgνσ) (C2b)

Tµνρσαβ ≡ Tr[γµγνγργσγαγβ ] = gµνT ρσαβ − gµρT νσαβ + gµσT νραβ − gµαT νρσβ + gµβT νρσα . (C2c)
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When γ5 matrices are also present in the product, we can simplify it first by gathering them thanks to the anticom-
mutation rule γµγ5 = −γ5γµ. If there is an even number of γ5, then using (γ5)2 = 1 the problem reduces to a simple
product of γµ already treated above. If there is an odd number of γ5 then the problem is reduced to a product of one
γ5 with products of γµ. Again the traces of these types of products can be obtained by recursion. Also if there is an
odd number of γµ or if it is strictly smaller than 4, this type of product vanishes. Using the identity

γ5γµγνγρ = γ5 (gµνγρ − gµργν + gνργµ) + iεµνρσγσ, (C3)

the first recursions are

Tµνρσ5 = Tr[γ5γµγνγργσ] = 4iεµνρσ (C4a)

Tµνρσαβ5 = Tr[γ5γµγνγργσγαγβ ] = gµνT ρσαβ5 − gµρT νσαβ5 + gνρTµσαβ5 + iεµνρλT
λσαβ . (C4b)

The automatic commutation of the γ5 operators, and the recursive computation of the traces of large products together
with their simplifications are very well suited for a computer algebra package and we used xAct [41] to deal with these
large but otherwise systematic computations.

Appendix D: Two-components spinors

1. Spinors conventions

The two-components spinor formalism is exposed in Ref. [20]. We do not repeat all the definitions in this section
and we only gather the useful relations for this article. The two-component spinors indices are raised and lowered
with the antisymmetric tensors

εα̇β̇ , εαβ , εα̇β̇ = (εαβ)? ε12 = 1 (D1a)

εα̇β̇ , εαβ , εα̇β̇ = (εαβ)? ε12 = −1 . (D1b)

Indices are conventionally always raised and lowered from the left, for instance as

ξα = εαβξβ ξα = εαβξ
β , (D2)

and the same convention applies for dotted indices. The consequence of this convention is that

εαβ = εαγεγβ = εβγε
γα = εβ

α = δαβ , εαβ = −εαα
′
εββ

′
εα′β′ . (D3)

In practice this means that

χαψα = −χαψα . (D4)

Using the Pauli matrices ~σ we define the soldering forms

σµ
αβ̇

= (1, ~σ) , σµαβ̇ = (1,−~σ) (D5a)

σ̄µ α̇β = (1,−~σ) , σ̄α̇βµ = (1, ~σ) . (D5b)

They are related since

σ̄µα̇β = σµβα̇ = εββ
′
εα̇α̇

′
σµβ′α̇′ . (D6)

The two-component spinors are particularly useful because there is a correspondence between vectors and bi-spinors
Vαβ̇ when using the soldering forms

V µ =
1

2
σ̄µ β̇αVαβ̇ , Vαβ̇ = V µσµαβ̇ . (D7)

These relations can be proved by using the identities

σµαα̇σ̄
β̇β
µ = 2δβαδ

β̇
α̇ (D8a)

σµαα̇σµββ̇ = 2εαβεα̇β̇ (D8b)

σ̄µα̇ασ̄β̇βµ = 2εαβεα̇β̇ . (D8c)

In particular for a spinor ξα and its associated ξ†α̇, we can define a vector

Ξµ ≡ ξασµ
αβ̇
ξ†β̇ = ξ†

β̇
σ̄µ β̇αξα = ξσµξ† = ξ†σ̄µξ , (D9)

and it has the property to be a null vector ξµξ
µ = 0.
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2. Clifford algebra with two-components spinors

A Dirac spinor is expressed in terms of two-components spinors by the decomposition in a direct sum

Ψa =

(
ξα
η†α̇

)
, (D10)

and this relates the Dirac spinor indices a to the two-component spinor indices. In the chiral representation, the Dirac
γµ matrices are made of 2× 2 blocks and read

(γµ)a
b

=

(
0 σµ

αβ̇

σ̄µα̇β 0

)
. (D11)

From the properties

[σµσ̄ν + σν σ̄µ]α
β

= 2gµνδα
β , [σ̄µσν + σ̄νσµ]α̇β̇ = 2gµνδα̇β̇ (D12)

we check that they satisfy indeed the Clifford algebra

{γµ, γν} = 2gµν

(
δα
β 0

0 δα̇β̇

)
, (D13)

where for simplicity we omit to write the Dirac spinor indices on operators when it is obvious.
To extract chiral components, we also use the matrix

γ5 ≡ i

4!
εµνρλγ

µγνγργλ = iγ0γ1γ2γ3 =

(
−δαβ 0

0 δα̇β̇

)
. (D14)

We define also operators in the space of two-components spinors by

σµν =
i

4
(σµσ̄ν − σν σ̄µ) , σ̄µν =

i

4
(σ̄µσν − σ̄νσµ) , (D15)

such that the matrices (34) are expressed in blocks as

(Σµν)a
b

=

(
(σµν) β

α 0

0 (σ̄µν)α̇
β̇

)
. (D16)

Since the Dirac matrices are Hermitians, then we find that

(σµν)† = σ̄µν . (D17)

Defining the conjugation matrix A and its inverse A−1

Aab =

(
0 δα̇β̇
δα
β 0

)
A−1

ab =

(
0 δα

β

δα̇β̇ 0

)
, (D18)

we obtain

A · Σµν ·A−1 = Σ†µν . (D19)

In components and for our chiral representation, we use the numerical equality A = A−1 = γ0 and it is customary to
use the notation γ0 in place of A. For a Dirac spinor Ψa decomposed as in Eq. (D10), the Dirac conjugate is defined
as

Ψ̄ ≡ Ψ† ·A ⇔ Ψ̄a = Ψ?
bA

ba . (D20)

Finally, the charge conjugation operator defined in § III E 2 is given by

Cab =

(
εαβ 0

0 εα̇β̇

)
(C−1)ab =

(
εα̇β̇ 0

0 εαβ

)
(D21)

and it satisfies the numerical equality C = −C−1 = iγ0γ2.
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3. Lorentz group representations

An infinitesimal Lorentz transformation is expressed as

Λµν = δµν + ωµν , ωµν = −ωνµ . (D22)

A finite transformation is obtained through exponentiation of the representation. For Dirac spinors, the representation
is obtained as

D(Λ) = exp

(
− i

2
ωµνΣµν

)
, (D23)

where we remind the definition (34). In explicit terms, using the two-component spinor expression (D16), it is given
by

D(Λ) =

(
M 0

0 (M†)−1

)
M = exp(− i

2ωµνσ
µν) (M†)−1 = exp(− i

2ωµν σ̄
µν) . (D24)

The inverse representation is related thanks to the property (D19) which gives

D(Λ−1) = A−1 ·D†(Λ) ·A , ⇔ D†ac(Λ)Acb = AacDc
b(Λ−1). (D25)

The representation M is an element of SL(2), the covering group of the Lorentz group, and thus conservation of unit
determinant implies the property

Mα
βMα′

β′εββ′ = εαα′ ⇒ M−1
α
β

= −Mβ
α = −MT

α
β
. (D26)

A left handed two-components spinor ξα transforms as Mα
βξβ under the active transformation Λ. Using (D26), a

right handed two-component spinor ξ†α̇ transforms as −M?α̇
β̇ξ
†β̇ = (M†−1)

α̇

β̇ξ
†β̇ . The representation (D24) acts

on a space which is the direct sum of left-handed and right handed two-components spinors in agreement with the
decomposition (D10).

When finding explicit expressions for the representation (that is for M and (M†)−1) we have to introduce the
notation

[
√
p · σ]α

β ≡ [
√
p · σσ̄0]α

β
=

p · σαγ̇ σ̄0 γ̇β +mδβα√
2(E +m)

(D27a)

[
√
p · σ̄]α̇β̇ ≡ [

√
p · σ̄σ0]α̇β̇ =

p · σ̄α̇γσ0
γβ̇

+mδα̇
β̇√

2(E +m)
(D27b)

[
√
p · σ]α̇β̇ ≡ [

√
σ0p · σ]

α̇

β̇ =
σ̄0α̇γp · σγβ̇ +mδα̇

β̇√
2(E +m)

(D27c)

[
√
p · σ̄]α

β ≡ [
√
σ0p · σ̄]α

β
=

σ0
αγ̇p · σ̄γ̇β +mδβα√

2(E +m)
. (D27d)

For detailed expressions see Eqs. (2.106) and (2.107) of Ref. [20]. They satisfy the properties

[
√
p · σ]αβ = −[

√
p · σ̄]β

α
[
√
p · σ̄]α̇

β̇
= −[

√
p · σ]β̇ α̇ , (D28)

σ̄0α̇α[
√
p · σ]α

β
σ0
ββ̇

= [
√
p · σ]α̇β̇ , σ̄0α̇α[

√
p · σ̄]α

β
σ0
ββ̇

= [
√
p · σ̄]α̇β̇ , (D29)

which can be used to change the position of indices. The definitions (D27) are convenient since it can then be shown
that for a pure boost which transforms a momentum from its rest-frame to a frame where it takes on-shell values pµ,
the representations are

M =

√
p · σ
m

, (M†)−1 =

√
p · σ̄
m

. (D30)
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4. Plane wave solutions of the Dirac equation

In two-components form, the wave-functions us and vs are of the form

us, a(p) =

(
xs,α(p)

y†α̇s (p)

)
vs, a(p) =

(
ys,α(p)

x†α̇s (p)

)
. (D31)

To obtain explicit expressions, let us take a basis for the two-components spinors. This basis will be used for both
the two-components spinors with down index and dotted up index. For down indices we note this basis (χs)α and for
dotted up indices (η†s)

α̇. Using a direction ŝ having angles θ, φ in spherical coordinates, the components of this basis
are (

χ 1
2

)
α

=

(
η†1

2

)α̇
=

(
e−iφ/2cos(θ/2)

eiφ/2sin(θ/2)

)
= e−

i
2φσz · e−

i
2 θσy ·

(
1

0

)
(D32a)

(
χ
− 1

2

)
α

=

(
η†
− 1

2

)α̇
=

(
−e−iφ/2sin(θ/2)

eiφ/2cos(θ/2)

)
= e−

i
2φσz · e−

i
2 θσy ·

(
0

1

)
. (D32b)

The building blocks of us and vs are then given by

xs, α(p) = [
√
p · σ]α

β
(χs)β y†α̇s (p) = [

√
p · σ̄]α̇β̇(η†s)

β̇ , (D33a)

x†s, α̇(p) = (χ†s)β̇ [
√
p · σ]β̇ α̇ yαs (p) = (ηs)

β [
√
p · σ̄]β

α
. (D33b)

Raising and lowering indices on these previous expressions and using properties (D28) we find

xαs (p) = (χs)
β [
√
p · σ̄]β

α
y†s, α̇(p) = (η†s)β̇ [

√
p · σ]β̇ α̇ (D34a)

x†α̇s (p) = [
√
p · σ̄]α̇β̇(χ†s)

β̇ ys, α(p) = [
√
p · σ]α

β
(ηs)β . (D34b)

In order to compare with Eqs. (3.1.19-3.1.22) of Ref. [20] we must use the relations

(χs)
α = −2s(η−s)

α (χ†s)
α̇ = −2s(η†−s)

α̇ (D35a)

(ηs)α = 2s(χ−s)α (η†s)α̇ = 2s(χ†−s)α̇ . (D35b)

Eqs. (D33) and (D34) are all what is needed to get explicit expressions for us and vs from Eqs. (D31), but also for
ūs = u†sγ

0 and v̄s = v†sγ
0 which are expressed in terms of two-components spinors as

ūas(p) =

(
yαs (p)

x†s, α̇(p)

)
vas (p) =

(
xαs (p)

y†s, α̇(p)

)
. (D36)

Note that the plane-wave solutions for a momentum pµ are obtained simply by considering the case where the
momentum is at rest, for which xs, α = (χs)α and y†α̇s (p) = (η†s)

α̇ and then boosting using Eqs. (D24) and (D30).

5. Helicity basis plane wave solutions

If the direction ŝ used to build the basis is the spatial momentum direction p̂ = (sin(θ)cos(φ), sin(θ)sin(φ), cos(θ)),
then we are dealing with helicities and we have

1

2
ŝ · ~σχs = sχs

1

2
ŝ · ~σηs = sηs . (D37)

The relations (D27) take in that case a very simple form, and we obtain the relativistic two-components spinors (D33)
immediately

xs, α(p) =
√
E − 2s|p|(χs)α y†α̇s (p) =

√
E + 2s|p|(η†s)α̇ (D38a)

x†α̇s (p) =
√
E − 2s|p|(χ†s)α̇ ys, α(p) =

√
E + 2s|p|(ηs)α . (D38b)

Using the general form of the plane wave solutions (D31) and Eqs. (D35) we obtain the helicity solutions (20).
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6. Bilinears with two-components spinors

Using the definitions (39) and (42) we obtain bilinear scalars built from two-components spinors

Xµ
++ ≡ x

†
+,β̇

σ̄µβ̇αx+,α = xα+σ
µ

αβ̇
x†β̇+ = (E − |p|)(1,−p̂) (D39a)

Xµ
−− ≡ x

†
−,β̇ σ̄

µβ̇αx−,α = xα−σ
µ

αβ̇
x†β̇− = (E + |p|)(1, p̂) (D39b)

Xµ
−+ ≡ x

†
−,β̇ σ̄

µβ̇αx+,α = xα+σ
µ

αβ̇
x†β̇− = −

√
2m(0, ε−) (D39c)

Xµ
+− ≡ x

†
+,β̇

σ̄µβ̇αx−,α = xα−σ
µ

αβ̇
x†β̇+ = −

√
2m(0, ε+) (D39d)

Y µ++ ≡ yα+σ
µ

αβ̇
y†β̇+ = y†

+,β̇
σ̄µβ̇αy+,α = (E + |p|)(1, p̂) (D40a)

Y µ−− ≡ yα−σ
µ

αβ̇
y†β̇− = y†−,β̇ σ̄

µβ̇αy−,α = (E − |p|)(1,−p̂) (D40b)

Y µ−+ ≡ yα−σ
µ

αβ̇
y†β̇+ = y†

+,β̇
σ̄µβ̇αy−,α =

√
2m(0, ε−) (D40c)

Y µ+− ≡ yα+σ
µ

αβ̇
y†β̇− = y†−,β̇ σ̄

µβ̇αy+,α =
√

2m(0, ε+) (D40d)

(Y X)0i
++ ≡ yα+[σ0i] βα x+,β = xα+[σ0i] βα y+,β = − im

2
p̂i (D41a)

(Y X)ij++ ≡ yα+[σij ] βα x+,β = xα+[σij ] βα y+,β = εijk
m

2
p̂k (D41b)

(Y X)0i
−− ≡ yα−[σ0i] βα x−,β = xα−[σ0i] βα y−,β =

im

2
p̂i (D41c)

(Y X)ij−− ≡ yα−[σij ] βα x−,β = xα−[σij ] βα y−,β = −εijk
m

2
p̂k (D41d)

(Y X)0i
−+ ≡ yα−[σ0i] βα x+,β = xα+[σ0i] βα y−,β = − i√

2
(E − |p|)εi− (D42a)

(Y X)ij−+ ≡ yα−[σij ] βα x+,β = xα+[σij ] βα y−,β =
1√
2

(E − |p|)εijkεk− (D42b)

(Y X)0i
+− ≡ yα+[σ0i] βα x−,β = xα−[σ0i] βα y+,β = − i√

2
(E + |p|)εi+ (D42c)

(Y X)ij+− ≡ yα+[σij ] βα x−,β = xα−[σij ] βα y+,β =
1√
2

(E + |p|)εijkεk+ (D42d)

(XY )0i
++ ≡ x†+,α̇[σ̄0i]α̇

β̇
y†β̇+ = y†+,α̇[σ̄0i]α̇

β̇
x†β̇+ =

im

2
p̂i (D43a)

(XY )ij++ ≡ x†+,α̇[σ̄ij ]α̇
β̇
y†β̇+ = y†+,α̇[σ̄ij ]α̇

β̇
x†β̇+ = εijk

m

2
p̂k (D43b)

(XY )0i
−− ≡ x†−,α̇[σ̄0i]α̇

β̇
y†β̇− = y†−,α̇[σ̄0i]α̇

β̇
x†β̇− = − im

2
p̂i (D43c)

(XY )ij−− ≡ x†−,α̇[σ̄ij ]α̇
β̇
y†β̇− = y†−,α̇[σ̄ij ]α̇

β̇
x†β̇− = −εijk

m

2
p̂k (D43d)

(XY )0i
−+ ≡ x†−,α̇[σ̄0i]α̇

β̇
y†β̇+ = y†+,α̇[σ̄0i]α̇

β̇
x†β̇− =

i√
2

(E + |p|)εi− (D44a)

(XY )ij−+ ≡ x†−,α̇[σ̄ij ]α̇
β̇
y†β̇+ = y†+,α̇[σ̄ij ]α̇

β̇
x†β̇− =

1√
2

(E + |p|)εijkεk− (D44b)

(XY )0i
+− ≡ x†+,α̇[σ̄0i]α̇

β̇
y†β̇− = y†−,α̇[σ̄0i]α̇

β̇
x†β̇+ =

i√
2

(E − |p|)εi+ (D44c)

(XY )ij+− ≡ x†+,α̇[σ̄ij ]α̇
β̇
y†β̇− = y†−,α̇[σ̄ij ]α̇

β̇
x†β̇+ =

1√
2

(E − |p|)εijkεk+ . (D44d)
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7. Bilinears with Dirac spinors

From the explicit expression of the plane wave solutions in terms of two-components spinors (D31) and (D36), and
the explicit expression of the γµ, γ5,Σµν matrices of § D 2, we find the needed scalar bilinear combinations

ūrus = 2mδK
rs (D45a)

ūrγ
5us = 0 (D45b)

ūrγ
µus = Xµ

rs + Y µrs = 2δK
rsp

µ (D45c)

ūrγ
µγ5us = −Xµ

rs + Y µrs = δK
rs (4rmSµ) + δK

r−s

(
−
√

8mεµs−r

)
(D45d)

ūrΣ̃
0ius = −i(Y X)0i

rs + i(XY )0i
rs = δK

rs

(
−2rmp̂i

)
+ δK

r−s

(
−
√

2Eεir−s

)
(D45e)

ūrΣ̃
ijus = −i(Y X)ijrs + i(XY )ijrs = δK

r−s

(√
2i(s− r)|~p|εijkεkr−s

)
= δK

r−s

(
−2
√

2p[iε
j]
r−s

)
, (D45f)

where δK
r−s vanishes if r = s and is unity otherwise. When forming the similar bilinears but with negative frequency

plane-wave solutions vs(p) we find

v̄rvs = −2mδK
rs (D46a)

v̄rγ
5vs = 0 (D46b)

v̄rγ
µvs = Y µsr +Xµ

sr = 2δK
rsp

µ (D46c)

v̄rγ
µγ5vs = −Y µsr +Xµ

sr = δK
rs (−4rmSµ) + δK

r−s

(√
8mεµs−r

)
(D46d)

v̄rΣ̃
0ivs = −i(XY )0i

sr + i(Y X)0i
sr = δK

rs

(
2rmp̂i

)
+ δK

r−s

(
−
√

2Eεir−s

)
(D46e)

v̄rΣ̃
ijvs = −i(XY )ijsr + i(Y X)ijsr = δK

r−s

(
−2
√

2p[iε
j]
r−s

)
. (D46f)

We realize that the bilinears built from v̄r and vs are obtained from those built with ūr and us by the simple
replacement m→ −m.

8. Covariant components of the distribution function using two-components spinors

The covariant components of the distribution function frs can also be extracted with the two-components formalism,
and it happens to lead to straightforward expressions. Let us define first the distribution functions which are 2 × 2
valued in complex spinor space by

fxα̇β(p) ≡
∑
rs

x†r, α̇(p)frs(p)xs, β(p) fαβ̇y (p) ≡
∑
rs

yαr (p)frs(p)y
†β̇
s (p) . (D47)

Due to the relations (D7), we can define 4-vector distribution functions simply as

fµx (p) =
1

2
σ̄µα̇βfxα̇β(p) , fµy (p) =

1

2
σµ
αβ̇
fαβ̇y (p) . (D48)

Using the definitions (46) and (47) we get

fµx =
1

2
(Ipµ −mQµ) =

{
I−µ particles

I+µ antiparticles,
fµy =

1

2
(Ipµ +mQµ) =

{
I+µ particles

I−µ antiparticles.
(D49)

The interpretation is thus that I±µ are vectors of chiral parts, with I−µ (resp. I+
µ ) being a the left chiral part (resp.

right chiral part) vector for particles or the right chiral part (resp. left chiral part) vector for antiparticles.
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